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NAFTA 
US-Mexico Bureaucratic Border Shuffle 

Quietly Affected As 
Absorbs Boundaries 

S/30/97 #l HATONN SOVEREIGN THIS OR THAT ’ 

“YOU” DO IT THE WAY Ah, you shout and war over your “sovereign” rights as a person, a township, 
“THEY” DO IT! a county, a nation, and on and on. What exactly are you trying to say? Anyone 

or anything who says they are sovereign-are sovereign. The facts are, 

How can we ever accomplish anything positive in this world however, that nobody who is in power accepts such acclamations. 
of illusion? The same way the illusion was formed in the first But what has happened with corporate sovereignty in the hands of the World 
place. Find out what is legal, lawful, and what is not, and stay Order Power Brokers? Wow, they don’t even bother to incorporate! They write 
within those guidelines as already established by the so-called 
“bad boys”. Note the numbers of times politicians are caught 
doing something totally immoral and yet their innocent stance 
to the public is, “I did nothing illegal!” And surely enough, 
when “you” go after the nerds, you find that they did nothing 
illegal. 

(Please see NAFTA Absorbs Boundaries, p. 19) 
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5/31/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT 

SYRIAN TANKS LEAVE LEBANON; 
TENSION ON 

SYRIA-TURKEY BORDER 

From a FAX sent by a reader, S/27/97, [quoting:] 
Dozens of Syrian tanks and armored personnel 

carriers today left Eastern Lebanon for Syria in a move 
apparently linked to the Syrian-Turkish tension. 

Witnesses said the tanks and armored personnel 
carriers passed ihrough the Lebanese border point of 
Masnaa on trailers. 

Security sources said the redeployment was linked 
to the growing tension on the Syrian-Turkish border. 

Last week, a Syrian government spokesman denied 
Turkish reports that his country was massing troops 
along its border with northern Iraq, where 40,000 
Turkish troops, tanks and fighter bombers have spent 
the past two weeks attacking bases of the separatist 
Kurdistan Workers Party or PKK. 

The Syrian spokesman accused Turkey of “maxi- 
mum provocation” through its incursion, which Syria 
has condemned as a violation of Iraqi sovereignty. 

Syrian forces were “present on all borders.. .to face 
any outside emergency,” the spokesman said. 

Turkey, which has accused Syria of backing the 
PKK, said its forces have killed more than 1,800 PKK 
guerrillas since the incursion began. 

In London, the Iraqi Broadcasting Corp. said about 
1,000 PK.K guerrillas crossed into Syria over the week- 
end. 

Iraqi government forces allowed the guerrillas to 
enter Syria at the Sinjar crossing. [End quoting] 

Don’t be surprised if, in the near future, a big war 
erupts in the Middle East. 

ANOTHER POSSIBLE HYDROGEN 
FUEL BREAKTHROUGH 

Excerpted from the INTERNET, S/97, [quoting:] 
If Dr. Randell Mills is right, the way the world 

produces and uses energy is about to be radically trans- 
formed, along with science’s understanding of the phys- 
ics involved. 

in the transition to the lower state can be captured. vated, the virus-would r&d& the equipment useless, or 
better yet, “there could be a very subtle change for a 

FROM QUARKS finite period of time”. 
TO THE COSMOS Holographic projection. The article describes a 

quasi-information warfare/psychological operations 
Mills told Reuters the theory explains phenomena program that was first discussed in the Air Force after 

ranging in scale from “(sub-atomic) quarks to the Desert Storm. Holographic projection involves projec- 
cosmos”. In using it to make power, the cost of hydro- tion of a three-dimensional holographic image in project 
gen, easily obtainable from water, would be minimal decoys, or even an “angry god” above the battlefield. 
compared with fossil fuels, and there is more than The Pentagon had listed holographic projections 
enough water to last until “the end of the Earth”, he openly as part of its “nonlethal” weapons program. But 
said. since 1994, the program has disappeared froin view, 

The process takes place in a vacuum and instantly evidently now a “black” effort, says Defense Week. 
stops if the vacuum is breached, making it inherently In conclusion, the Defense Week article states that 
safe, Mills said. the Army’s JFK Special Warfare Center and School in 

Some experts, including a former top Reagan Ad- 
ministration nuclear energy official, say Mills is on the’ 

late 199 1 disclosed that it was looking to develop a 
PSYOPS Hologram System with a capability‘?0 project 

right track. The electricity industry has begun to get persuasive messages and three-dimensional pictures of 
involved, investing money in the company and negoti- cloud, smoke, rain droplets, buildings...The use of 
ating licensing deals. holograms as a persuasive message will have world- 

“I’m convinced that there is something of enor- wide application.” [End quoting] 
mous impact here and it’s only a question of time until This looks like it will be a concentrated unit of 
we can garner the capital and infrastructure to take it soldiers armed with the very latest high-tech weapons 
into commercialization,” said Shelby Brewer, assistant systems. 
energy secretary under Reagan and former head of ABB 
Combustion Engineering, one of the world’s largest EJUKASHUN NASHUN 
makers of electrical generation equipment. DEVELOPMENTS OF LATE 

But a Penn State University test done for BlackLight ON THE SORRY 
of a small fuel cell designed by Mills recorded heat STATE OF AMERICA ‘S CLASSROOiWS 
production 100 times greater than that produced by 
“burning” hydrogen, another technology being studied Excerpted from MEDIA BYPASS MGAZINE, 
as an energy source. MAY 1997, [quoting:] 

More information on Mills’ theory and power pro- “I was in a Senate hearing room when one of 
cess can be found on BlackLight Power’s World Wide Michigan’s leading business people turned to me and 
Web site. said, ‘There comes a time when somebody must say to 

(BlackLight Power’s World Wide Web site is at: this child, you go to college, and to this child, you go to 
<http://www.blacklightpower.com/> work.’ My concern is: Who is going to play God with 

Their intro and background page is, indeed, a good the future of our children? What business person, 
place to start.) [End quoting] educrat, bureaucrat or politician will decide what will 

One of these days some maverick may get some be the career path, the life calling of our children? ” - 
hidden energy device on the market, but from past Michigan state Rep. Harold J. Voorhees, decrying the 
experiences it doesn’t look very good until after the “School to Work Opportunities Act” in a February 
drastic changes that are coming. speech before the U.S. Congress. 

If he is wrong, he will join a long line of failed 
seekers for the holy grail of cheap, safe and non- 
polluting energy. 

Mills has developed, and begun to demonstrate in 
laboratory tests, what he says is a very efficient and 
non-polluting means of producing energy from hydro- 
gen. He says a fuel cell the size of a desk could in theory 
supply the electricity now produced by an eight-floot- 
high coal-fired boiler, and a 200-horsepower car en- 
gine the size of a suit&e could power a vehicle four 
times around the world on a singke tank of water. 

The technology, and Mills’s psivate company, 
BlackLight Power Inc., have begun to attract invest- 
ment from the electricity industry and the support of 
some energy experts. A leading organization of physi- 
cists, however, calls his idea groundless, while even 
some who support the technology say its practical 
application remains at least a few years away. 

“Whoever has this technology can potentially domi- 
nate the energy industry,” said Mills, a Harvard-trained 
medical doctor with additional education in engineer- 
ing and chemistry. 

PENTAGON’S *** 

NEW INFORMATION WAR In Michigan, in fact anywhere people take notice of 
power-grabs at the expense of children, sometimes 

From the INTERNET, 5/97, [quoting:] lonely voices arise to challenge the deafening roar of 
The March 3 1.1997 Defense Week ran a story, “Air money talking. Add a few more for a chorus of oppo- 

Force Organizes For Offensive Info War”. According sition to federal usurpation of local educational con- 
to the article, the US Air Force has created the position trol. 
of deputy director for information operations. An Michigan state Rep. Harold Voorhees, a Republi- 
“Offensive Information Warfare” division will be cre- can, has hit the road to publicize what he sees as an 
ated under the new deputy director. The division will ominous, nationwide threat to “educate children for 
have the organizational code AF/XOIOW and will be industry, not for life”. He not only has testified before 
headed by Lt. Col. Jimmy Miyamoto. Congress, he’s shown up in several states and expresses 

Offensive information warfare, which implies at- a continuing willingness to -go anywhere where a 
tacks on both military and civilian targets, is among the group of people want to know what’s going on in 
least discussed aspect of the Air Force’s moves to education and the power-grab by industry”. 
organize, train, and equip the service for information Voorhees is fighting an uphill battle in his home 
dominance, the article admits. state, where HB 4066 recently emerged from committee 

The new Information Operations offlice will coordi- and is now under consideration by the full House. Per 
nate with the Pentagon’s Joint Chiefs of Staff, National stipulations in the Goals 2000 “School to Work Oppor- 
Security Agency, Defense Intelligence Agency, Central tunities Act” (passed in May 1994 by the Republican- 
Intelligence Agency, National Reconnaissance Office, controlled Congress), the state would wrest control 
Defense Airborne Reconnaissance Office and the Na- from local school boards and elected state Board of 
tional Imagery and Mapping Agency. Education, to be handed over to appointed “jobs com- 

New research efforts are underway to support this missions” (aka workforce development boards) which 
new program, including: by law would feature a majority of industry leaders. 

Lethal HPM munitions. The USAF Office of Scien- Failure to pass the law would mean the loss of millions 
tific. Research is working on developing a small afford- of dollars in federal funds. 
able laser and high-powered microwave for unmanned “I know business people want students who are 
aerial vehicles to oerform a wide varietv of missions. educated for their Dumoses. not necessarily the well- 

The technology is based on a theory of quantum 
physics that challenges principles that have governed 
the science for decades. Mills says the theow has been 
supported by experiments and observation. It holds that 
hydrogen can exist at a lower energy state than its 
common “ground” state, and the heat energy released 1 < La ~ . 

including enemy communications and computer sys- 
tems. 

Software viruses to be placed or injected into en- 
emy weapons and information links. These viruses 
would remain dormant until activated by satellite, air- 
craft radar, or jamming equipment, etc. When acti- 
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being of society,” Voorhees said. “This board would SAIC past and current board members include such ready to blast a corrupt central government. 
have advocates for the governor, advocates for indus- intelligence community notorieties as Bobby Ray Inman, The chief culprit, claims Joe Conason, executive 
try, advocates for unions-but nobody to advocate for former director of the National Security Agency, deputy editor of the New York Observer, is zillionaire Richard 
the children.” His proposed amendment to include a director of the CIA, director of national security con- Mellon Scaife, “the sun god of the right”. With a 
“children’s advocate” was narrowly defeated in com- tractor E-Systems, and Clinton defense secretary vomi- fortune last estimated by Forbes magazine at about 
mittee; he plans to resurrect the amendment on the nee; Robert Gates, the former CIA directorunder C- urge $870 million, reports Conason, Scaife bankrolls the 
House floor in hopes that a public outcry will be forth- Bush; current CIA director John Deutch; Anita Jones, Western Journalism Center, the American Spectator, 
coming. Deutch’s former Pentagon procurement officer, and the Media Research Center, National Empowerment 

Beginning in kindergarten, the workforce develop- William Perry, the former secretary of defense. Television and Accuracy in Media, “All gushing fonts 
ment board will be “deciding how many welders indus- It is possible that a simple technical problem is the of Foster murder-porn’and other kinds of scandal smut”. 
try needs, how many drill press operators. They’re not cause of the erroneous information currently supplied In blaming right-wing benefactors and journalists 
looking to educate, just to train,” Voorhees said. “I say by Intemic name servers, but it seems very unlikely. for Bill Clinton’s incessant calamities, the White House, 
it’s wrong and unconstitutional...to have workforce First, root name servers have run on the Internet for Conason and The New York Times ignore not only the 
development boards at the national, state and regional almost 30 years without problems. The server software role of the president’s shady patterns of deportment but 
level, with all getting their marching orders from the is tried and tested. Second, Internic charges such also that Amedca’s top left-wing magazines are spew- 
top down. It’s central planning on education for a exorbitant prices for its services, $50 per listing per ing out many of the same unpleasant judgements. 
centrally planned economy.” year, that it can easily afford a completely fault-toler- Thick clouds of corruption, criminal schemes and 

The educational establishment, including the ant system that is infallible. Estimates for revenues of character flaws hang over Bill Clinton in the left-wing 
teacher’s unions, have lined up in support of the bill, he the Internic reach $60 million for just one year of columns of The Progressive, The Nation, In These 
said. “They can’t see past the dollar signs,” V,oorhees running the root name server. Times and Mother Jones, for everything from Paula 
said. At stake are millions of dollars in federal funds Operations staff at Internic did not respond to a Jones to crooked coffee klatches. 
that will be withheld if the school-to-work provisions Washington Weekly request for information on the In The Nation, Christopher Hitchens takes Clinton 
are not implemented. nature of the problems. to task for ducking responsibility in the Paula Jones 

Voorhees said he has requested an opinion from the The poor quality of service, the high prices that it Case: “He had hours to spare when it came time to 
state attorney general as to whether the proposal vio- charges from every host on the Internet, and the mo- make nice with bundle-artists from Indonesia. He had 
lates Michigan’s Constitution, which states that the nopoly status of this government contractor has spawned eons to spare when Dick Morris called. Why should he 
planning and oversight of education shall be vested in outrage on the Internet, which is now in near revolt. not make a deposition when sued by a possibly wronged 
the elected state board of education, not a commission Several groups have started offering alternative top citizen and former state employee? In her slightly 
appointed by the governor. Voorhees further notes that level name servers that bypass the government registry lumpen and bedraggled fashion, poor Ms. Jones repre- 
“the word ‘education’ is not in the U.S. Constitution for completely. sents all the suckers who were used up then thrown 
a reason, it’s by design. The 10th Amendment says These groups advocate a free market solution to aside along the way, As Big Bill smirks his way along 
those issues belong to the state and the people, and Internet name directories, with system administrators Pennsylvania Avenue,” declares Hitchens, “an admon- 
that’s my fight.” choosing from a number of competing name servers on ishing voice will come from inside his head and it will 

Voorhees said that following expected House pas- the Internet. One group is Alternic at http:// be saying, “Remember that somewhere in this great 
sage, the bill will be considered in the Michigan Sen- www.alternic.net/, another is eDNS at http:// city, locked inside the safe of a courtroom, is a signed 
ate. Gov. John Engler has indicated he will sign the www.edns.net. A press release from one of the groups and sworn account of how you look with your pants 
bill; his office did not return a call for comment. behind these efforts is included in the Information down.” 

“If Americans only want their children to be the section of this issue. But along with getting help from scores of clever 
best in the world, ready to compete in a ‘global economy’, In China, the government last year required all criminal defense lawyers and specious claims of execu- 
then they will do it through an old-fashioned American Internet users to register with the police, facilitating tive privilege, the president has in the Jones case, 
education, complete with the ability to read and write government control of this potentially dangerous me- obtained an “experienced defense” from “the fragrant 
and add and subtract. And they will do it as free dium. In the U.S., the government instead requires Gennifer Flowers”, Hitchens wrote. “A brisk pants- 
individuals, ready to make their own personal career Internet users to register with a government national drop is ‘not Bill’s usual style’, according to Ms. Flow- 
choices, in their own time. security contractor. [End quoting] ers. 

“The insanity ends now.” [End quoting] If the Elite start censoring the Net severely, they Bill Clinton and Newt Gingrich are a “shame-free 
The Elite keep pushing harder and harder. Even- know they’ll remove a big thorn to their complete double act”, he continued. “Two bloated, Southern- 

tually, maybe, because of this hard push, enough people control of communications-and they are beginning. strategizing, God-bothering, pot-smoking, self-pity- 
will wake up to stop tbem. ing, draft-dodging, wife-cheating, unreadable-book- 

LEFT LOSING PATIENCE writing, money-scrounging bigmouths and pseudo-in- 
THE WAR ON THE WITH CLINTON tellectuals.” 

INTERNET HAS BEGUN At Mother Jones, editor-in-chief Jeffrey Klein re- 
REVOLT BREWING From MEDIA BYPASS MAGAZINE, May 1997, gards Clinton as one of those “Southern politicians who 

AGAINST GOVERNMENT CONTROL [quoting: ] tend to exhibit two broad characteristics: volubility in 
Journalists at the London Sunday Telegruph, the the name of populism and cold ambition in the service 

From the INTERNET, 5/97, [quoting:] American Spectator and other right-wingers (includ- of the rich”. It’s a straight path of crooked politics 
When the major defense and intelligence contrac- ing Media Bypass) have somehow set in motion a Rube from Judge Hale to John Huang. 

tor SAIC in 1995 bought the small Herndon, VA com- Goldberg contraption that’s spewing out ghastly sto- “The Clinton administration,” asserts an editorial 
pany that has the government contract on name service ries about Bill Clinton, according to both a 33 l-page in The Progressive, “has the ethical standards of a 
for the entire Internet, alarm bells went off all over the White House report detailing a”Communication Stream malnourished piranha.” Of all the Clinton scandals, 
Internet. The move would give the intelligence com- of Conspiracy Commerce” and “The Clinton Haters” in “The fund-raising schemes have left the most tooth 
munity complete control over the Internet. They could, the New York Times Magazine. marks. . . William Safire and The WallStreet Journal are 
in essence, black out the entire Internet with the flick In those scenarios, the rising tide of scandals en- not concocting this scandal. It’s the real thing.” 
of a switch. Or, they could subvert the Internet by gulfing the president begins with right-wing nuts who The Progressive judges Bill Clinton guilty of vio- 
falsifvinn information in the root level domain name make un stories. Conservative Clinton-detesting jour- lating campaign-finance laws, taking money from for- 
serve’rs. - 

A real-time, clandestine censorship of hosts with 
troublesome information. 

Those fears came true last week when the SAIC- 
controlled servers started returning false information 
in response to automatic host lookup requests. For 
many hosts on the Internet, the name servers simply 
claimed that they did not exist. 

Name servers are used every time a web browser or 
an e-mail program looks for a host on the Internet. The 
servers are the phone directory for the Internet, listing 
the Internet number for every host. The top level 
servers, that keep information about the structure of the 
entire directory, are run at Internic which is an opera- 
tion of Network Solutions Inc., owned by SAIC Inc. 

nalists then write scath- 
ing articles that are 
splashed all over the 
Internet and propagated 
by a ravenous “media 
food chain”. It ends 
with 12 (at last count) 
of Mr. Clinton’s key 
business partners, 
friends and employees 
being convicted of vari- 
ous crimes and a grow- 
ing horde of otherwise 
ordinary citizens in the 
woods in camouflage, 

“Nothing is in such a 

need of reforming as 

other-people’s habits.” 

-Mark Twain 
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eign sources, laundering funds, political hypocrisy, are a forgery, leaving it to be understood that Professor the missile. U.S. Army Gen. George Joulwan spoke at 
hawking access to the White House and selling partici- Nilus, who embodied them in a work of his own, had the Pentagon on the eve of a visit by Russian Defense 
pation in policy matters. concocted them for his own purposes.” [How could Minister Igor Rodionov. who sounded the alarm earlier 

“Clinton cannot claim to be a naif in all this,” they be a forgery if there weren’t any authentic origi- this year about the state of Russia’s nuclear weaponry, 
contends The Progressive. ” That game had one rule: ml/or them to be copiedfrom? (Forgeries are couies saying the system could fall apart unless the govern- 
If it’s green, take it. There was no bottom to the bottom of an authentic, oridnal book, writing, etc.)] Con- ment boosted funding. [End quoting] 
line. ‘How low can you go?’ is not a rhetorical question tains all 24 of .the Protocols, along with a “Preface”, Is this some more propaganda for the Elite’s terror 
for Bill Clinton. The president is now in murky water, “Introduction”, and “Who are the Elders?” summary tactics? 
an appropriate environment for piranhas. It’s hard to files. Very interesting. 
pity him.” The “Elders” could refer to a number of political JUDGE BLOCKS CALIFORNIA ADS 

Jennifer Washburn’s article in The Progressive, organizations that are active in the world today... A 
“Oiling Slick Willie,” underscored the duplicity that falsehood is better left in print--to be pointed out and From THE MODESTO BEE, 5110197, [quoting:] 
was “trademark Clintonism”. On Aug. 12, Clinton referenced to, that it is indeed a falsehood. [End A federal judge in New Jersey has barred California 
went on TV to “save” Yellowstone National Park from quoting] from broadcasting ads notifying consumers of their 
gold mining. On Aug. 13, with the cameras gone, This is like the Holocaust--the more the Khazarian rights in an insurance fraud case involving Prudential 
Clinton turned around and “granted the oil and gas Jews deny it, the more people wake up. I believe it was Insurance Co. of America. The ads were designed to 
industry special incentives to trash the nation’s public Shakespeare who said, “Thou protestest too much”-or increase awareness of a settlement to resolve claims 
lands”, Washburn wrote. [End quoting] some words to that effect. that Prudential bilked as many as 750,000 Californians 

How much lower can the U.S. sink than to allow in a nationwide scheme, U.S. District Judge Alfred M. 
this gangster madman a second term as president? EU UNHAPPY Wolin ruled in Newark, N. J., Monday that the ads were 

WITH “erroneous, defamatory (and in) conflict with the terms, 
NASA TO SEND PROBE language, and purpose” of Prudential’s settlement. 
CARRYING PLUTONIUM Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, Californians face a June 1 deadline for filing claim 

TO SATURN 5/24/97, [quoting:] forms to Prudential. [End quoting] 
Highlighting the trans-Atlantic rift over the pro- Gangsters protecting gangster friends. 

From the INTERNET, Gerald ‘Naefkens, posed Boeing-McDonnell Douglas merger, the Euro- 
<gn@imaginet.fr>, 5/15/97, [quoting:] pean Union has voiced objections to just about VIRTUE AND THE FREE SOCIETY 

Concerning: “Don’t send Plutonium into Space.” everything in the plans to create a U.S. aviation colos- BY JEB BUSH 
In October, Nasa plans to send the Cassini Probe to sus. 

Saturn carrying 72 pounds of lethal plutonium-238. EU officials sent a statement of objections Wednes- Excerpted from IMPRIMuSnewsletter, April 1997, 
Plutonium is lethal and is defined by scientists to be the day to all parties involved and called for substantial [quoting:] 
most toxic substance known. While it is in route to revisions before it could approve the $15 biilion deal. Business executive Jeb Bush describes the moral 
Saturn, it will ride on top of a Lockhted Martin-built A combined Boeing-McDonnell would have one major cancer eating away at America and suggests that in- 
Titan IV rocket that has had a series of misfortunes in competitor: Europe’s Airbus Industrie. stead of some new “miracle cure”, we need some simple, 
recent years. It will travel around the earth at 42,000 The EU’s executive agency, the European Commis- old-fashion remedies that we can all apply to heal our 
miles per hour, 3 12 miles above our planet. If there sion, has extensive clout to block a merger between two nation. His remarks were delivered at Hillsdales’s 
were to be an accident during the orbit... . it would U.S. companies. It can impose fines up to 10 percent October 1996 Shavano Institute Seminar, “Educating 
certainly be put into the category of a catastrophe of the combined companies revenues. [End quoting] for Virtue: The New Values Revolution”, in Oklahoma 
because 5 billion people could be exposed to dangerous Even the major world players will get burnt with City, Oklahoma. [End quoting] 
levels of radiation, according to Grossman. their own NW0 rules and regulations. The wars among Doesn’t this strike you as about the most 

Hi, the Elite are just beginning to get hot over who is going hypocritical thing this man could ever say? Don’t 
I refuse completely to believe this. However if to be King-of-the-World. They will end up doing you think, of all people, he should practice what he 

anybody is able to confirm, positively (Nasa Check- themselves in. Greed knows no boundaries. teaches? 
list??) I will give this information to my neighbour who “The best way of teaching is by example,” is the 
is in the government here. MEDICINE CRACKDOWN first lesson Jeb needs to learn. 

Gerald, France [End quoting] 
After what the Elite have done in the past this is not From THE MODESTO BEE, 5/10/97, (quoting:] GIGATRENDS FOR THE 

unthinkable for them to do-if we don’t stop them. An American tourist who bought $570 worth of NEXT HALF-CENTURY 
medicine from a border pharmacy could end up spend- 

PROTOCOLS OF THE ing 25 years in a Mexican prison on drug-trafficking Excerpted from Visions Of The Future Contest for 
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION charges. David Busch, 45, of Wauwatosa, Wis., awaits high school students. 

trial inside La Mesa State Penitentiary in Tijuana after From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, June 1997, 
From the INTERNET, <http://www.padrak.com/ being arrested March 15 at the Farmacia Familiar. [quoting:] 

alt/WEBSITES.html>, 4/97, [quoting:] [End quoting] IBM has just announced the invention of the PAN- 
The infamous Protocols. Not anti-Semi*, yet The American Medical Association (AMA) gang- Personal Area Network-a set of devices that use hu- 

political dynamite. sters and their pharmaceutical friends in the U.S. will mans as conductors to relay detailed textual informa- 
“The book in which they are embodied wq pub- do anything to prevent anybody else getting into your tion from one person to another, simply by touch. It is 

lished by Sergyei Nilus in Russia in 1905. A copy of pocketbook for your healthcare dollars. a relatively small conceptual step from the PAN proces- 
this is in the British Museum bearing the date of its sor that relays a written message through one’s body by 
reception, August 10, 1906. All copies that were REPORT ALARMS GENERAL a shake of the hand to a microcell sensory transmission 
known to exist in Russia were destroyed in the Kerensky 

, 
system that relays ideas and sensations directly to and 

regime, and under his successors the possession of a From THE MODESTO BEE, 5/10/97, [quoting:] from the most powerful processor in the world, the 
copy by anyone in Soviet land was a crime sufficient to The commander of NATO and U.S. forces in Eu- human brain. 
ensure the owners’ of being shot on sight. The fact is rope said Monday that he is checking a report which Within a few decades, PAN-type research will trans- 
in itself sufficient proof of the genuineness of the says recent malfunctions have SwitchedRussian nuclear form the Internet into the LifeNet, a comprchInsive 
Protocols. The Jewish journals, of course, say that they missiles to “combat mo$e” on several occasions. But, sensory environment for human habitation. Our minds 

.according to the will be afforded wireless direct sensory interfacing 
b - Washington Times, with other people and various databases. A dramati- 

the CIA report said tally enhanced version of what we now call virtual 

“We have two ears and one switching themissiles reality will become as common as air conditioning. 
to combat status Telephones, TVs, PCs, and other media will be re- 

mouth so that we can listen “would not necessar- placed by wireless sensory feeds from and to communal 
ily result in an unau- microcells. 

twice a much as we speak.” _ 
thorized missile People return to the Internet each day not from 
launch” because of addiction, but because they can craft a new identity for 
safeguards, includirig themselves-any identity they choose. Or they can 

-Epictetus codes that control participate in experiences that otherwise are beyond 
locks on weapons and their reach. Consider the impact of a technology 
supply target data to affording a lifestyle in which you can go wherever yuu ’ 

_. 
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want to go and be whoever you want to be. 
Fifty years ago, most workers were farmers or 

laborers. They were physically strong, ate more, but 
weighed less. Today’s office workers have diminished 
physical capabilities, but are better educated. The 
LifeNet will accelerate this trend. The need to survive 
while spending weeks, months, or years on the Net 
would be drastically reduced. 

Resource depletion resulting from overpopulation 
will cease to be a major issue when we are subsisting on 
600 calories a day in a sensory reality where we can eat 
all we want. Our mansions will be built in our minds 
and our future Ferraris will be driven along the roads of 
our collective imaginations. Our minds will work and 
play in ways now beyond our conception.. .[End 

I#est Legal News 
About Creeping, Fung us 

quoting] 
- 

Is this the type of world you are working to build or 
do you think your CREATOR had/has something far 5130/97 11 HATONN for their own reasons prior to now-expect the BIG 
more meaningful for HIS creation of humans?? sell-out now. 

COURT RULES CLINTON ” 
Speaking of creeping fungus, I would like to share A lot of cases should be filed prior to any signed 

with you readers that the orders to present billings to settlement. Horn, for instance, wants a rapid settle- 
CANNOT USE PRESIDENCY U.S.&P. for attorney’s fees, etc., came yesterday with ment with prejudice so you can’t come against him. No, 

TO AVOID JONES SUIT everything redacted except the bills themselves as to go against him first, last, and always-alone, and with 
amounts-but a lot of “slippage” happened-you know, everyone else involved. Try all of these nit-wits (and 

Excerpted from a FAX sent by L. Gersic & M. “slip happens”! We got so much information and proof the Judges) on procedural protocol FIRST and then go 
Backman, 5/27/97, [quoting:] of conspiracy and RICO collaborations among the Green on according to the responses. 

The Supreme Court, today, ruled President Clinton Brigade and al1 the Nevada attorneys. Half the $15,000 The gold diggers in Texas have already asked for a 
cannot use the presidency to delay Paula Jones’ sexual bill was for contact, review, and work DONE BY “pay-off” if they will tell truth. You are in a SICK 
harassment suit until after he leaves office. STEVEN HORN, ESQ. AND ON THE HORN-CLEARY world and it makes me ill to watch it. How can they get 

In a unanimous decision, the high court said the DEPOSITION TWO OR THREE TIMES AND HOW away with it? Because they CAN. 
President’s arguments, despite their force, “must be NICE FOR THE NAMINGS-MARK WILLIAMS! You keep on spitting and spitting about these things 
rejected”. Wow, what a service unto us they have done. The other but you stand in the shadow with the wind in your face. 

Justice John Paul Stevens, in an opinion joined by involved parties were redacted but I’m sure they are not Get yourself sorted out and move to have the LIGHT IN 
seven justices and concurred in by an eighth, said redacted in the court filings and we all knew the YOUR FACE and the WIND AT YOUR BACK before 
delaying Jones’ suit until the end of Clinton’s presi- Abbott-Horton team would show up. Even charges for you spit at anything lest you drown yourself. 
dency is not constitutionally required. “America West” were included and thousands of dol- Do I need to go forth and explain how to do these 

Stevens said any claims to the contrary “cannot be lars AFTER the case ended. Wow, and you thought things? Perhaps, but do you think that would really 
sustained on the basis of (Supreme Court) precedent.” legal aid was interesting? Half of the half of the billing help any cause at all? Man has to do the work, meet the 
[End quoting] was attributed to various review and revision on one regulations and the laws, and invisible players aren’t 

I heard Clinton give a statement on TV stating after another of the deposition affidavits and declara- too acceptable lest the cohort ends up in prison. The 
(paraphrasing) “he had time, in that the lawyers would tions. If one didn’t fit the needs it was simply revised word is out from the “top”: “Keep Hatonn silent and all 
be doing almost all the work.” and the billing now comes to the Ekkers! If something references buried as to the person.” Yep, I am classi- 

DO YOU recall that he used the excuse that as was the TRUTH in the first version-how then can tied as a”person”. I like to think of myself as a Private 
president of the U.S. he wouldn’t have time to take care there be revision after revision and from the top players PARTY instead of a corporation or clone. And people, 
of this matter? yet, you know, Binder et al. Even Horn’s statements Congressmen are politicians-and they know less than 

Another one of his lies-1 don’t think he even has were thrice or four times REVISED. Is ANYBODY any one group of people on the globe! Think about it 
the capacity to tell the truth. ready to try Common Law on procedural merit and very carefully. 

begin to at the least toss “sprags” into their spokes? My I would like to close this now as we have other 
“STRIPTEASE” IN THE CLASSROOM gosh, what do you have to lose? The attitudes around things to do today. 

these parts are getting quite focused on irritation and I would go with Dharma, however, who is so atten- 
From THE MODESTO BEE, 5117197, [quoting:] “let’s go get them back”. Sounds good to me. Already tive these days as to keep that LIGHT ALL AROUND 
They came to class to study computers. Instead, Mr. Tips is threatening his own brother lawyer with THY BEING, lest you not be able to teil from whence 

fourth-graders were shown the R-rated movie malpractice because the dumb lawyer “considers the the knocks come-front or back. You are not given to 
“Striptease”, featuring a topless Demi Moore. The 55- clients above the brother attorney”. No, I don’t jest, he recognize your enemy, so bend not your stance from 
year-old public school teacher was removed from class- said the same thing twice in the same letter. I suppose TRUTH in all things, lawful actions in ALL circum- 
room duties pending an investigation. A parent this proves beyond a doubt that Mr. Tips DID NOT stances, and have no hidden, clandestine compromises. 
walking by the class saw nudity QIL a television screen CONSIDER HIS CLIENTS FIRST WHEN HE WAS If you compromise on something-make it right out in 
and toldtheprincipal, who shut offthevideo movieand EKKERS’ LAWYER (???)! It is now established that the open arena to keep you WITHIN THE LAW. You 
called police and child welfare authorities. (End this miiIiondoIlar ease shouId never have cost a far- CAN PROTECT self if you but will do so. SaIu. 
quoting] .’ thing more, at outrageous charges, than $50,000 from 

One wonders what the real story is behind this upstart to ~&~ion. 
one-teacher incompentence or purposeful misguid- Well, 1et us just assume that there are some sharks 
-CC. out there even nastier than these with whom we have "Imagination was 

WHAT’S IN A NAME? 
been chewed-and shredded-who wit1 enjoy earning a 
big whopping sum for getting the now-in-focus given to man to 
sharkletts. There are afways bigger fish than the one 

From GUZDEPOflS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY you landed-WAITING. Ugly? What in the deuce is compensate himfor 
105 12, [quoting:1 wrong with you? of course it is ugly-this is a very 

AS a speaker for a Christian women’s organization, ugly world and you want God to lose every round what he is not; a 
I use the Good Shepherd and his sheep as my theme. At because some idiot comes forth and opines that “God 
one luncheon, the singer’s name was Lori Shepherd. I wouldn’t do this or that thing”. When are YOU going 

seqse of humor to 
told a friend how envious I was. “Wouldn’t it be perfect to give GOD EQUAL OPPORTUNITY7 GOD AND 
if my surname was Lamb, or Woolly’?” I asked. “But YOU ARE LAUGHED AT IN YOUR INNOCENT RE- 

console him for 
I’m forever stuck with Kliewer.” LIGIOUS-PIOUS STANCE ON TRUTH. YOU DON’T 

Imagine my delight when she said, “Haven’t YOU 
what he is." 

STAND ON TRUTH-YOU SELL IT OUT AT EVERY 
noticed the little ewe in there?” -Evelyn Kliewer, OPPORTUNITY. 
Calif. Can you expect the one who “helped” so much up to 

It’s amazing what we fail to notice even when it’s now to suddenly do a good job for you? Perish the 
before our eyes very frequently. thought and use your brains! If they have sold you out 

-Francis Bacon 
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nesses will prophesy 1,260 days and then be killed. 
Until that time they will have power over their enemies 
and will be able to cause it not to rain, etc. As a result 
they will be hated. When they are killed their dead 
bodies will be left in the street for three-and-one-half 
days. After that time the Spirit of Life from God en- 
ters them and they “are taken up to heaven in a cloud” 
(a space ship?). -At the same hour there is a “great 
earthquake”, and a “tenth part of the City will fall”. The Four- Horsemen Of The Apocalypse 

* “1 

(Very interestingly, several months ago news commen- 
Editor b note: The beginning of this series, God knows the time or the hour for these events (Ref: tator Peter Jennings gave a report on events in Jerusa- 

Article 1. Section 1, appeaEd in the l/16/96 CONTACT Matthew, 25~36). Nevertheless, he also advised that, lem. I am told he showed a very determined and al- 
on page 14. Here we conclude Nora’s research on when we saw the prophecies beginning to happen, we most wild-appearing man in the crowd who was, in 
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. would know that the time is near. (Ref: “Parable of effect, exhorting the people to “repent, for the end is 

the fig tree”, Matthew, 24~32-33) near”. If anyone has additional information about this 
From Revelation 6:12-17 we are made fully aware person and a possible second “witness”, I would aP- 

The Foreseeable Aftermath 

Of The Four Horsemen 

Of The Apocalypse 

Article VI-Section 2 

The prophecies of the Four Horsemen are located 
in the biblical Book of Revelotion. Chapter 6: 1-8. They 
are revealed as each of four “seals” are opened by the 
“Lamb”. Beginning with the opening of the fifth seal, 
the subject is changed, revealing what is happening to 
the souls of them who were slain as a result of their 
testimony. With the opening of the sixth seal we come 
to the prophecy about the “great earthquake”. Since it 
appears, through the review of the events and history 
of the Four Horsemen, that these prophecies have al- 
ready taken place or are in the process of their fulfill- 
ment, I believe it would be well to carefully consider 
the next prophecy on the agenda in Chapter 6:12-l 7. 
The time of the Earth changes is close at hand accord- 
ing to many warnings from the 
Hosts of God, and especially 
Commander Soltec, whose field 
is geophysics. 

Book of Revelation, 6: 12-I 7: 
“And I beheld when he had 

opened the sixth seal, and lo 
there was a great earthquake; and 
the sun became black as sack- 
cloth of hair, and the moon be- 
came as blood. 

THE GARDEN 
OF ATON 

“And the stars of heaven fell 
unto the Earth, even as a fig tree 
casteth her untimely figs, when 
she is shaken of a mighty wind. 

“And the heaven departed as 
a scroll when it is rolled together; 
and every mountain and island 
were moved out of their places. 

The prophecies are con- 
densed and also partly revealed 
in other sections of the Bible 
making it difficult to recognize 
a sequence in them. In fact, Esu/ 
Jmmanuel said that no one but 

that God is not pleased with events happening on our Preciate hearing from You. Write to me in care of the 
Earth. Additional reading in the Book of Revelotion CONTACT newsPaper address.) 
shows the people of the Earth being admonished to keep The earthquake wherein the tenth part of the City 
God’s Commandments and do good. that they might of Jerusalem fdh Will destroys the Islamic MOSqUe 

have a place in the new Heaven -and new Earth, fol- called the Dome of the Rock, according to 
lowing the tribulations of the end of this cycle. With Nostradamus. This is not yet the “great earthquake”. 
these things in mind let us look at some prophecies However, it is a forerunner of that event. 
concerning the City of Jerusalem and the Middle East, The Israelis are now using a tunnel under the Dome 
knowing from my previous article that there are great of the Rock, a circumstance causing additional fric- 
plans and there is currently great provocation for war tion with the Arabs; and the Israelis refuse to close the 
in that area, and that God’s Commandments have been tunnel. A tunnel could conceivably Weaken the stabil- 
abandoned by those perpetrating these provocations ity of the land above it, becoming a factor in any dam- 
(i.e., Thou shall not covet thy neighbor’s property or age caused by an earthquake and hence a factor in the 
anything that is thy neighbor’s; Thou shall not steal; predicted destruction Of the Mosque. It iS ah0 an in- 
Thou shall not bear false witness; Thou shall not kill; sufferable encroachment on the religious Property of 
Thou shall love God with all your heart, mind and soul; the Arabs. I do not know the stated purpose of the 
and Thou shall love thy neighbor as thyself.). tunnel or its history. However, according to the Cop- 

In Chapter 11 of the Book of Revelation we are per scroll, which was found among the Dead Sea 
given an account of two witnesses who are sent by God gc~lls, part of Solomon’s Temple treasure was buried 
to Jerusalem as a warning to its inhabitants. We know underneath the Temple. The Israelis believe that the 
that Jerusalem is the city in this prophecy because it is Dome of the Rock occupies the former site of Solomon’s 
described as the place “our Lord was crucified”, and is Temple, although this has not been confirmed through 
spiritually called ‘Sodom and Egypt”. These two wit- archeological findings (Ref: The Dead Sea Scrolls De- 

ception). The circumstance of 
the tunnel may or may not be re- 
lated to the treasure or to ar- 
cheological concerns. The fact 
that the Israelis refuse to close 
the tunnel is not reassuring 
about their intent, whatever it 
is. It appears that under the 
present political situation in 
Jerusalem, the rights and dig- 
nity of the Arabs and their cul- 
ture are denied (Ref: “Democ- 
racy” in Israel). The Dome of 
the Rock in Jerusalem is the 
third most important sacred site 
of Islam. 

According to Nostradamus, 

VOLUME1 following the earthquake and *. 
the destruction of the Islamic 
Mosque, and before the Arabs 
have a chance to gather funds 
and rebuild, the Israelis will 
clear the site and quickly build 
their Temple of Solomon upon 
it. When the Temple is com- 
pleted, five Moslems posing as 
Israelis will enter the temple 
and commit ritual suicide, des- 
ecrating the site for both Arabs 
and Jews, and starting events 
leading to the battle of Arma- 

BY geddon. (Ref: Conversations 

NORA BOYLES 
with Nostradamus, Vol. II) We 
know from Israeli Prime Min- 
ister Netanyahu’s current activi- 
ties and declared intent to build 
Jewish settlements on Arab 
lands (Ref Middle East Policy, 
l/97 issue) that, should the op- 
portunity present itself, he 

A Collection of Research Articles which appeared 
in the weekly PHOENIX LIBERATOR and CONTACT Newspapers 

under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from 
7128192 through 4/27/93. 

“And the kings of the Earth, 
and the great men, and t,he rich 
men, and the chief captains, and 
the mighty men, and every bond 
man, and every free man, hid 
themselves in the dens and in the 
rocks of the mountains; 

“And said to the mountains 
and rocks, fall on us, and hide us 
from the face of him that sitteth 
on the throne, and from the wrath 
of the Lamb; 

“For the great day of His 
wrath is come; and who shall be 
able to stand?” 

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, 
VISA, Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.,,P.O. Box 27353, Las 
Vegas, Nevada 89 126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping 8~ hnnclling; Nevada 
residents, please add 7% sales tax. 
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would not hesitate to take over the site now occupied lem a subject for open negotiation between Israelis and between ,Muslims, Jews and Christians. The future of 
by the Moslem Mosque following an earthquake. We . Palestinians is essential for reaching an accord on the Jerusalem must not be preempted by the actions of any 
also know that the numbers and frequencies of earth- question of Jerusalem. Representatives of the three one party. Only a negotiated agreement that respects 
quakes are escalating world-wide, making the early Abrahamic religions must also have a role in shaping the human and political rights of Palestinians and ls- 
hlrfillment of this prophecy a strong possibility. the ultimate resolution of issues affecting hi-’ rical raelis as well as the three religious communities can 

A biblical prophecy which foretells part of the Jerusalem and the commitment of the intetla,lonal lead to a lasting peace. The goal of “a warm peace” 
events of Armageddon and the great earthquake community to guaranteeing the living presence of the between Israel and its Arab neighbors can only be 
wherein Jerusalem falls is Revelation 16: 16-20. This three religious -communities in the Holy City. achieved in the context of a shared city where the in- 
earthquake appears to be the same as that described in We come to you because developments on the terests of all parties are respected. 
the last verses of Revelation Chapter 6, although one ground in the Jerusalem area leave less and less for In view of the deteriorating conditions on the 
cannot be certain: negotiation in the last phase of the peace process. ground and the central importance of this issue to the 

“And he gathered them together into a place called -In contravention of international law, more and peace process, we urge you to use your good offices to 
in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon. And the seventh more land is taken out of: Palestinian hands and placed see that the negotiators take up the question of Jerusa- 
angel poured out his vial into the air; and there came a under Israeli control by annexation, expropriation, and lem as soon as possible and that the position of the 
great voice out of the temple of heaven, from the throne, private purchases, often coercive or of questionable United States fully reflects the concerns expressed in 
saying, It is done. legality; this statement. 

“And there were voices, and thunders, and light- -Israeli planning for “Greater Jerusalem” is an [signed:] 
nings; and there was a great earthquake, such as was open secret; and Cardinal William H. Keeler, President, National 
not since men were upon the Earth, so mighty an earth- -Israel’s assertion that Jerusalem will remain the Council of Catholic Bishops 
quake and so great. 

“And the great city [Jerusalem] was divibed into 
“eternal and undivided capital of Israel” is widely in- Very Rev. Gerald L. Brown, S.S., President, Ro- 
terpreted as a claim of exclusive Israeli sovereignty over man Catholic Conference of Major Superiors of Men’s 

three parts, and the cities of the nations fell; and great the city that preempts genuine negotiation. Institutes 
Babylon came in remembrance before God, to give her We are concerned: The Most Rev. Edmond L. Browning, Presiding 
the cup of the wine of fierceness of His wrath. -that the Administration is backing away from Bishop and Primate, the Episcopal Church 

“And every island fled away, and the mountains the long-term United States policy that East Jerusalem The Rev. Herbert W. Chilstrom, Bishop, Evangeli- 
were not found.” is subject to U.N. Security Council Resolution 242 re- cal Lutheran Church in America 

In other words, the eventual end of the quarrel over garding territories occupied by Israeli armed forces in Kara Newell, Executive Director, American Friends 
Jerusalem and its religious sites is the end of Jerusa- 1967; Service Committee 
lem and death of most of its inhabitants, and many of -that the Administration is failing to recognize Archbishop lakovos, Primate of the Greek Ortho;-,.. 
the other inhabitants of the Earth. and support Palestinian rights and interests in Jerusa- dox Archdiocese of North and South America 

Armageddon (Harmageddon in Hebrew, aka lem; Robert A. Seiple, President, World Vision [an evan- 
Megiddo) sits on the Plain of Esdraelon between the -that the Administration is not using its consid- gelical Christian body] 
coast and the great rift valley of Jordan, inland from erable influence to halt Israeli construction in East [Note: Other groups that have endorsed this docu- 
Haifa. Jerusalem also sits between the coast and the Jerusalem and continued expansion into Palestinian ment include the United Church of Christ, the Disciples 
Jordan Valley. If you have been following the CON- areas. of Christ, and the World Methodist Council North 
TACT newspaper and Commander Soltec’s messages It is our conviction, Mr. President, that a resolu- American Section.] [End quote.] 
about Earth changes, you know that rift valleys are very tion of the question of Jerusalem has the potential for 
vulnerable during these changes. When you add a advancing cooperation between the three Abrahamic Unfortunately, these Christian leaders appear to be 
major battle in the vicinity where nuclear weapons, faiths or sowing the seeds of new religious conflicts unaware of the prophecies regarding Jerusalem in the 
laser beams, pulse beams, earthquake-creating ma- 
chines, etc., could be used, you realize the potential 
for such a great earthquake in which this rift valley is 
cracked wide open. This rift starts at the Gulf of Aqaba 
and extends through the Dead Sea and the Sea of 
Gallilee. Hatonn has said that, when the great earth- 
quake happens, the split in this rift will extend to the 
Black Sea. 

On March 6, 1995, a group of Christian Church 
leaders sent a letter to President Clinton regarding their 
concerns over “Jerusalem: City of Peace”. This letter 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 
was sent during earlier “peace negotiations” and 
printed in the Middle East Policy journal of April 1995. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two 

It is quoted below as an example of some citizens’ con- 
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. 

cerns that have gone unnoticed in the current “peace 
Postage is included in tape prices. 

negotiations”, [quoting:] Please send check or money order to: 7XE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,Tehachapi, 

Jerusalem, sacred to Jews, Christians and Muslims, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your 

is the spiritual heritage of all the children of Abraham, Visa, Discover or Master Card. 
and all believers share the longing for the time when 
nations find it truly the City of Peace. 

If you desire to automaticallyreceive tapes from future meetings, please send 

The story of Jerusalem is a tragic one, and in the 
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to 

web of history members of the three faiths are not in- 
notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

nocent of one another’s blood. Today, however, we The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most 

stand at a special point in history where the future of current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, and 

Jerusalem is open to peaceful negotiation. The three mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
communities of faith must have a part in those delib- 
erations. 

Mr. President, we appeal to you as representatives 
of Christian communions and organizations in the 
United States with strong ties to the Middle East. We 
ask that in its role as facilitator to the Middle East 
peace process, the United States government place the 
question of Jerusalem higher on its agenda. 

Above all we ask that the Administration use its 
infiuence to prevent this vital issue from being settled 
by force of events or the creation of facts on the ground. 
We fear that if issues centering on Jerusalem are not 
dealt with openly and directly by all affected parties, 
they have the potential to derail the peace process. 

At the same time, we believe that making Jerusa- 

6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”; 
6/30/96 (2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96 (2);8/4/96 (2); 
8/l 7/96 (4) ‘Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96 (4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada & Commander 
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4)David Icke; 
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) JUDCEMENT DAY-I 995, a dramatization; 
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada; 
11/2/96 (3); 11/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2) ;12/29/96(2); 
2/l g/97(4) David Miller Tapes; 2/23/97(2) Little Crow tape; 
3/3-4/97(8) Eustace Mullins & Cot-t Christie; 3/l O/97(2) David Miller Tapes; 
3/l 6/97(S) Farrakhan Speech; 4/2/97(l) Cult Media Blitz; 
4/6/97(2); 4/7/97(2) EXTRA Interview; 4/8/97(2) Channel 29 Interview; 
4/l 3/97(3) David Icke; 6/l /97(2). 
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Book ofRevelation and its description therein, which upset the good relation between Moscow and Wash- On the other hand, there is another person who is 
is far from “peaceful”. Further, they are representa- ington, so too will we be sold the idea that it is better the real power behind the United Nations and their 
tives, perhaps unwittingly, of groups which are part of to sacrifice Christian principles, if it means peace will “peacekeeping forces”-Satan or Lucifer himself, the 
the world-wide ecumenical movement which was descend on the world. [End quote.] primary adversary of Esu/Jmmanuel and the Christed 
spawned in order to bring all religions under the New To confirm some of the above and its ramification way. It is this person (Lucifer will be in incarnation 
World Order-the Beast of the Apocalypse. They may through biblical prophecy, I resort again to the Book during the time of troubles, if he is not already) who is 
have thought the movement would bring “peace” to the of Daniel, Chapter 8:23-25. Daniel had been given a the head-honcho Anti-Christ behind all of the wars- 
world, but look at the actual results. They have no vision of the major world governments up until the rise instigating and supporting both sides of any conflict. 
“Christian” voice strong enough to make a difference- of the Anti-Christ, [quoting:] Further, according to Nostradamus in Quatrain 
they are ignored! In my opinion, after much reading And in the latter time of their kingdom, when the Century 11-18, there is a cabal of seven men, finan- 
on the subject, this long, drawn-out, hypocritical farce transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce counte- tiers and bankers, the powers behind the military pull- 
of “peace negotiations”, in which President Clinton and nance, and understanding dark sentences, shall stand up. ing the strings, who have been secretly supporting the 
others are involved with the Arabs and Israe!is, has And his power shall be mighty, but not by his own Anti-Christ and his opposition. These men (members 
intentionally furthered the plans for a World Govern- power; and he shall destroy wonderfully, and shall pros- of certain on-going families) have been instigating the 
ment Federatio.1 and brought us to the brink of Arma- per, and practice, and shall destroy the mighty and holy warfare that has been going on through the decades 
geddon (World War III), as planned long ago by the people. and centuries. It appears that these men head-up the 
secret government-those at the head of Freemasonry, And through his policy also he shall cause craft to secret government under Satan/Lucifer. Therefore, we 
Israel, the Committee of 300, the Communists, Inter- prosper in his hand; and he shall magnify himself in could have more than one Anti-Christ, and/or, at the 
national Bankers, and the Military Industrial Complex. his heart, and by peace shall destroy many; he shall time of the Quatrain where the blue turban is men- 
(For confirmation and support of the above please re- also stand up against the Prince of princes, but he shall tioned, the Anti-Christ from the Middle East will take 
view the prior articles in this series, also Dr. John be broken without hand. [End quote.] over the United Nations forces. According to 
Coleman’s manuscript, titled One- World Government I believe the “king of fierce countenance” is the Nostradamus, this Anti-Christ is out to rule the world. 
Chumh Reviewed, with its attached chart showing some Anti-Christ (against Christ) who is supported by the These seven men are not known to the Anti-Christ 
of the diverse and even antagonistic organizations in- transgressors-a very strong organization with world- from the Middle East, even though they support him. 
eluded in the “Fellowship of Faiths”.) Key words used wide military and financial power (the hidden govern- According to Nostradamus, somehow through the es- 
to seduce unsuspecting groups into the world church ment), which is now pretending a policy of “peace” pionage powers of the Anti-Christ, these seven men 
movement and one-world government are: ‘peace”, that has already started to “destroy many”. According will be discovered and killed. This marks the begin- 
“brotherhood”, “sharing”, “communities of faith”, in- to Nostradamus, the Anti-Christ is the “man in the blue ning of the end for the Anti-Christ, who is after all, 
ternational community”, “interdependencen, “coopera- turban”. According to Hatonn, this “blue turban” rep- like Hitler, a figure used and made large by the hidden 
tion”, “ planetary citizens”, “one-Earth”, “ecology”, etc. resents the United Nations “peacekeeping” forces who government for their own purposes of world control. 

As stated by Dr. Coleman in his manuscript, One- wear blue helmets. There appears to be a conflict here, (Pg. 268, Vol. I, Conversations with Nostradamus) 
World Church Reviewed, [quoting:] but we do not have all the facts. There is an account of Islamic predictions about 

The same Madison Avenue propagandists who sold The Anti-Christ will have his roots in the Middle the Anti-Christ and Esu (Isa)/Jmmanuel’s encounter 
the American public the idea that Gorbachev is quite East. His ancestry will be kept hidden for obvious rea- with him in the Shorter Encyclopedia of Islam, and 
different from his predecessors, have almost completed sons. However, if he is descended from Mohammed, also in my book, The Garden of Aton. Even though 
their draft of how the media will handle the onslaught he could wear a blue turban according to Islamic prac- this person has his roots in the Middle East, he will 
against Christianity. tices in Persia (Iran). According to Nostradamus, Iran try to destroy the Islamic religion just as he tries to 

Just as the American people were sold the idea that will be the first country he takes over, through deceit destroy the Christian religion. He will have worked 
it was better to let Lithuania go to the wall rather than and trickery. out his own “philosophy” based on his access to secret 
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Nazi documents and his studies in Communism, etc. 
He will use whatever methods are necessary to gain 
his ends. 

Of course, at this point the identity of this person 
is unknown. Nevertheless, it would be a good idea to 
be aware of Nostradamus’ predictions regarding him 
in order to be on the alert. It appears his time is close 
at hand. Briefly, Nostradamus’ descriptions of the 
Anti-Christ’s early rise to power are: 

1. He will arise in the area around the Arabian 
and Red Seas. 

2. He will start his political career on a local level, 
and will not be taken seriously in the beginning. 

3. He will receive training in Egypt. 
4. He will be working behind the scenes on an 

international level for many years, supposedly for the 
“benefit of the world”, which is actually a scheme for 
world control and domination. 

5. He will be accompanied by an “evil priest” who 
wields a great influence over him. 

6. He will be about 29-30 years old when he be- 
gins his career, acting as a “humanitarian with a golden 
tongue”. 

7. He will be a person obsessed with power, 
dictatorian in outlook. The root meaning of his name 
will give an indication of what he is capable of. One 
of these names is the next-to-last name of Mohammed 
and very likely is “Abdallah” (aka Abdullah). There- 
fore, the Anti-Christ has some potential for good 
(Abdallah means “servant of God”). 

8. He will take advantage of the Earth changes to 
further his rule. 

9. The first area of his activity will be the Eastern 
Mediterranean. 

10. His first power takeover will be Persia (Iran). 
11, His European takeover will start in Southern 

Europe, Italy. 
12. He will have strong ties to Libya and Syria. 
13. The beginning of his coming to power, using 

conventional warfare, will be [or was] in 1992. 
14. According to the Anti-Christ’s horoscope, as 

given by Nostradamus in Conversations with 
Nostradamus, Vol. II, it is possible the Anti-Christ will 
begin using nuclear weapons on January 23, 1998. 

15. The Anti-Christ’s predicted activities will last 
for 27 years. 

Regarding the above, most CONTACT readers may 
have caught the possible importance of the name 
“Abdallah” in the 3/25/97 issue of CONTACT article 
titled: “Approaching the New Cycle of Arab-Israeli 
Fighting”, which was a reprint of the U.S. House of 
Representative’s Report dated 12/10/96. There is in- 
formation in this report, as well as in Dr. John 
Coleman’s manuscript, “Year of Crisis” Bulletin: 
Urgent Advisory (1996), which outlines some past and 
present activities of Prince Abdallah of the ruling house 
in Saudi Arabia. From the U.S. House of Representa- 
tives’ report of 12/10/96, [quoting:] 

The succession struggle in Saudi Arabia is peak- 
ing. The Abdallah faction is determined to seize power 
through the eviction of the U.,S. from the region, the 
solution of Saudi Arabia’s shortage of cash, by accept- 
ing more lucrative contracts with East Asia at the ex- 
pense of the West, and by establishing close relations 
with the radical states as a guarantee against Islamist 
subversion. The very close Abdallah-Assad relations 
constitute the key to Prince Abdallah’s rise to power, 
These relations have already initiated the bombing in 
Dahran. Prince Abdallah has already promised Dam- 
ascus to deliver a comprehensive oil embargo against 
the West in case of a major crisis with Israel. [End 
quote.] 

You may recall that the above-named report out- 
lined the Islamic military forces building in the Middle 
East which is intent on a first strike against Israel. 
Israel no longer has a nuclear advantage due to the 
joining together of Islamic states. Iran and Pakistan 
both have nuclear arsenals. 

According to Dr. John Coleman in his “Year in 

Crisis” Bulletin: Urgent Advisory (1996), [quoting:] There. is another leader that will arise in the Middle 
What is dangerous for the American petroleum in- East, according to Nostradamus’s Quatrain, Century 

dustry is that Abdullah [aka AbduNah] and his great 111-60, who is a forerunner of the Anti-Christ. This 
friend, Sheik Yamani, were the architects of the highly leader will make it easier for the Anti-Christ to take 
successful Gulf oil crisis and the subsequent 1973 Arab over that part of the world by joining a11 the Islamic 
oil embargo, an event that shocked the world and booted nations together in one cohesive and supporting bloc. 
gasoline prices through the ceiling. At the conclusion Therefore, while the situation in Saudi Arabia bears 
of their master strategy, Abdullah’s jealous brothers watching, no conclusions can be drawn except that the 
arranged for him to be moved out of the limelight and “West” is in trouble in a big way, and that Prince 
they urged a more pro-United States stance upon the Abdullah appears to be capable of drastically chang- 
Saudi government....The turning point came when the ing trends of events in the Middle East. He could 
world oil prices plunged and Saudi oil revenues were emerge as a powerful leader. Our government’s han- 
further depleted by Bush’s war against President dling of these changes is of critical importance. Un- 
Saddam Hussein of the nation of Iraq. fortunately, President Clinton is apparently going to 

. . .There is ample evidence that Abdullah was the continue to support the present policies of Prime Min- 
master mind behind large shipments of arms to the ister Netanyahu in Israel, whatever the cost to the Ar- 
Bosnian Muslims.. , abs, to the citizens of the United States and ultimately 

. . . Why did [the ailing] King Fahd appoint Abdullah to the Israelis. 
as his successor (an act which cannot be revoked or This concludes this series of articles on the Four’ 
reversed)? One reason is the strong antipathy other Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 
Muslim nations feel toward him for joining the war 
against Iraq and allowing American armed forces to Bibliography: The King James Version o/the Holy 
establish a base in the land where the Prophet Bible, Oxford at University Press, NY (purchased 
Muhammed is buried. 1940); Conversations with Nostradamus, Vol. I, Cen- 

Appointing Abdullah as his successor is King tury 1X-73, and Vol. II, pg. 178, Century 111-45, by 
Fahd’s way of making atonement for his past errors. Delores Cannon, America West Pub., P.O. Box K, Boul- 

. ..In the three months that Abdullah has been in der, CO 80306; Rand McNally h Co., Contemporary 
charge, crude oil prices have risen 20 percent... [End World Atlas, pub., Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, NY 
quote. ] and SF (1984); The Dead Sea Scrolls Deception, by 

All of us know when the oil prices jumped last year Michael Baigent Bt Richard Leigh, Summit Books, NY 
and did not decline again, even though the oil dealers (1991); “Democracy” in Israel, Government Social 
said the jump was due only to increased summer us- Order and Institutions, by Norman F. Dacey, Institute 
age. This is a small indication of Abdullah’s power. for Historical Review, 1822 l/2 Newport Blvd., Suite 
When you add the fact that our government is selling 191, Costa Mesa, CA 92627; Middle East Policy, Janu- 
our Alaskan oil to China-you get even a greater indi- ary 1997 issue, Article titled “Has Israel Annexed East 
cation of the head honcho Anti-Christ, who is obvi- Jerusalem?“, by Ian S. Lustick, and the April 1995 is- 
ously in charge of our government. (Ref: CONTACT sue, Pub., Middle East Policy Council, 1230 M. Street, 
newspaper, S/20/97 issue-headline: “China’s Alas- NW, Suite 512, Washington, D.C. 20036; manuscript 
kan Connection Thru ARC0 & BP; Major Oil’s Auda- titled “One World Government Church Reviewed”, by 
cious Daylight Robbery”) Dr. John Coleman, W.I.R., 2533 N. Carson St., Carson 

Take the information above which describes the City, NV 89706 or call I-800-942-082 1; The Garden 
activities of the Anti-Christ according to Nostradamus, of Aton, by Nora Boyles, Phoenix Source Pub., Inc., 
and the other reports which describe some of the re- P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, NV 89126; Shorter Ency- 
cent activities in the Middle East, and your interest clopedia of Islam, by H.A.R. Gibb and J.H. Kramers, 
level will rise. Cornell University Press, Ithaca, NY (1954); “Year of 

I was not able to locate more information on Sheik Crisis Bulletin”: Urgent Advisory, by Dr. John 
Yamani, who is “Abdullah’s” “great friend”. The title Coleman (1996), W.I.R., 2533 N. Carson St., Suite J- 
“Sheik” means either a head of a tribe or family, or a 115, Carson City, NV 89706; CONTACT newspaper, 
religious leader. If Sheik Yamani is a religious leader, 3/25/97 issue, article titled “Approaching the New 
then “Sheik” means the same as “priest” in the En- Cycle of Arab-Israeli Fighting”, which presents the 
glish language. U.S. House of Representatives’ report of 12/10/96, also 

Not all of the information provided about Prince the 5J2OJ97 issue on China/Alaskan oil. 
Abdullah agrees with the informa- 
tion about the Anti-Christ in the 
books Conversations with 
Nostradamus, Vol. I & Vol. II. 
One of the major questions is his 
age, which is unknown to me. In 
Vol. II, Nostradamus gives the 
Anti-Christ’s birth date as 2Jl4J one - v,.-I-b -.. --J A 
62. If Prince Abdullah were the was never 1 
expected one, he would have been 
only eleven-years-old at the time 
of the 1973 Gulf Oil embargo, and 
hardly in a position to bring about 
such an event unless he were sup- 
ported by many others. Therefore, 
keep alert and await further devel- 
opments in the Middle East prob- 
lems. However, it is very inter- 
esting that the reign of the Anti- 
Christ originating in the Middle 
East is said to be 27 years. When 
you add 27 years to the year 1973 
(when the Gulf Oil Embargo went 
into effect), you arrive at the year. 
(Hatonn does not agree with all of 
the findings in Vol. II of Conver- 
sations with Nostradamus.) 
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5/31/97 DR. AL OVERHOLT friends. So they can all feel important and be in charge. 
So I always had totry to stop those people. But there 

ON THE DAY I DIE wasn’t any stopping them. I found that out. 

by Deborah Marie Pulaski 
(as told to Claire Wolf) 

From a FAX, 5/13/97, [quoting:] 

God, I wish I were a writer like you or a great orator 
or a wizard about the law or something like that. I wish 
I could have done something big during my life. But 
you know me, I was never anything but a little precinct 
worker, a drone, a little deputy voter registrar, 
doorbeller, meeting attender, envelope licker. One of 

This week I learned I’m dying: Of course I’ve those women yousee 
always known, in the everyday, human sense, that I was in every campaign 
going to die. But this week I learned I am going to die and every organiza- 
soon. In a year or so at most, I won’t be on this planet. tion, never getting 
No more breathing. No more Zinfandel or chocolate noticed and never 
cake. No hugs. No sorrows. I won’t ever again have particularlywanting 
to worry whether there’s a run in my stocking when I go to be. Just wanting 
to a meeting with the boss, or whether I remembered to to make the world 
send a birthday card to my best friend’s husband. It’s a freer-or at least 
peculiar thought, lqoking at my own death, so close. But you keep a little bit of 
know, it isn’t a bad thought, all things considered. the world away from 

I’m 53 years old. That isn’t old. I might have had the people who want 
another 30 years, if one little cell hadn’t decided to to make it less free. 
start mutating out of control a while back. But 53 is old It was really 
enough to have lived a good life. It’s long enough to kind of stupid, look- 
have become a full person, without all those “who am ing back on it, be- 
I’s” and “what do I want to do with my life’s” that make cause nearly all of 
youth so over-rated. the people who said 

It’s enough time to have loved-both in the frantic, they believed in free- 
desperate way of being young, and in the comfortable dom turned around 
way of being an adult. That’s been an amazing, and a and, once they got 
very happy, transition. in office, acted ex- 

But I don’t want to talk about love. I want to talk actly like the other 
about freedom. guys. They didn’t 

Well, I guess that means I &r want to talk about really want less gov- 
love. Because I love freedom more than I love any- ernment and more 
thing. Really, more than I ever loved my husband. freedom. They just 
Even more than I love my kids-and I think they’ll wanted to be the 
understand and forgive me for saying so, even though ones in control. 
that statement might require a little more explaining But I just had to 
for strangers who might be reading this. try, didn’t I? Any- 

I have to say it again. I love freedom more than I way, I did try. Just 
love anything. More than I ever loved anything. And about all my life. 
that’s what makes the thought of dying so bitter, and at That expression 
the same time, so welcome. “just about all my 

I guess that idea is going to take some explaining, life” has a different 
too. Claire, tell them about me. I’ve never been able to ring all of a sudden. 
write, or even talk all that well about things that matter It really has been 
to me. So you tell people what kind of person I am. just about amy life. 
Make them understand. Willbe just about all 

I’ve always been a political junky. You know me. my life. 
Like some women shop, I do politics. No, that isn’t I wanted free- 
putting it right. Not at all. I do politics... dom so much. I 

I guess I’d better say I used to do politics. ..because wanted it just so that 
I couldn’t stand still and let “them” take away our I and my kids could 
world. You know, the types who aren’t happy unless live an ordinary life. 
they’re running other people’s lives. Making a living. 

When I ran into a neighbor, co-worker or family Paying our way. 

Even three years ago, I 
wouldn’t have said that. 
I’d still have said, 
“Darnit, there’s hope-. 
Freedom is just common 
sense. We’ll win.” But 
some of the things that 
have happened in the 
last couple of years make 
that all different. No, 
don’t say “things that 
have happened”. They 
didn’t just happen. 
People in government 
did them to us. On pur- 
pose. 

In the last couple of 
years, they finally did 
what they’d been mov-- 
ing toward for a long 
time. They passed the 
laws that just plain 
make us slaves. 

I didn’t dare to have. I remember, as a little kid, she 
swore she was going to go live on Venus someday. 
Then, when she learned Venus was really this awful 
place, she pouted for about two days, then switched to 
Mars. She figured we could colonize Mars. I don’t 
know whether that’s realistic or not, but I always 
wanted to see Edyie get the chance to ta if that’s what 
she wanted to do. I wanted her to have the chance to try 
anything her wild little imagination could dream up. 
Maybe she’d fail. But maybe she’d succeed. And isn’t 
that what keeps the human race moving? Edyie, impos- 
sible though she can be at times, is the kind of person 
who keeps the human race from sitting on its dead butt, 
getting nowhere. 

But Edyie isn’t going to have the chance, unless 
something comes out of the blue to turn things around. 
Edyie’s never going to get to Mars. Heck, she isn’t even 
going to get a chance to build a little earthbound 
business because she’s too independent to jump through 
all the hoops the government requires. Yeah, I can just 
see my Edyie filling out forms in triplicate, collecting 
taxes from her employees and begging for government 

licenses-NOT! 
She isn’t going to 
get a chance to 
make many per- 
sonal choices-be- 
yond what brand of 
soap or TV to buy- 
because our choices 
are being limited 
day by day, and ev- 
erywhere you turn, 
you run into some- 
thing illegal. 
Maybe even some- 
thing that was le- 
gal yesterday, but is 
illegal today, 
thanks to some 
regulation nobody 
ever heard of. She 
just won’t put up 
with that-but I 
don’t know what 
she’ll do instead. 

I used to dream, 
as I worked on all 
those campaigns, 
that someday I’d 
win back the right 
for Edyie to have 
the risky, but hope- 
filled future she 
craved. When I 
thought about dy- 
ing, someday, it 
was with regret that 
I might not live to 
see Edyie go to 
Mars or to accom- 
plish whatever 
other big thing she 
wanted to do. 

But now I don’t 
have any of those 
regrets, because it 
isn’t going to hap- 
pen. 

Even three 
member like that, I could just say, “Sayonara, Baby” 
and avoid them. But the people who really got to me 
were the ones who wanted to make endless rules for the 
whole country, the whole world, and make everybody 
else obey them. Just obey, all the time. 

I swear, you know, that these people don’t even 
care what the particular rules are. They just like 
making and enforcing rules because. For the power. 
For the control. For their other powerful, controlling 

Doing what we wanted to do, within the bounds of 
polite behavior to our neighbors. Just to live, without 
being ordered around, threatened or tangled up in red 
tape every time we tried to do something. I didn’t have 
any spectacular ambitions. I just wanted to be let alone 
to live a peaceful life. 

I have two daughters, you know. They’re both in 
their early 20s right now. The youngest one, Edyie, was 
always a dreamer. She had all the ideas and ambitions 

years ago, I wouldn’t have said that. I’d still have said, 
“Darnit, there’s hope. Freedom is just common sense. 
We’ll win.” But some of the things that have happened 
in the last couple of years make that all different. No, 
don’t say “things that have happened”. They didn’t 
just happen. People in government &them to us. On 
purpose. 

In the last couple of years, they finally did what 
they’d been moving toward for a long time. They . 
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passed the laws that just plain make us slaves. 
They did it, and hardly anybody’s even talking 

about it. That’s what amazes me. For one thing, they 
passed a law that makes our driver’s licenses into 
national ID cards. They’re doing it right now, while we 
sit here talking. 

A year or two after I’m gone, all you people who are 
left are all going to have to carry around cards with all 
your numbers and fingerprints and retinal scans and 
“personal data” coded on them. The law says so. you 
won’t be able to cash a check or get a passport without 
supplying your “biometric data” to the government or 
the bank. I thought it was some big conspiracy story 
when I first heard it. But it’s true and it’s happening. 
And where are all the people screaming to stop it? 

And they’ve now got this database that everybody 
who gets a job gets put into. Some national database in 
some big stone building in Washington where they’ll 
know where everybody works, all the time. They said 
it was to track “deadbeat dads”. Yeah. Then why are 
they going to put Edyie and my other daughter Pat and 
everybody else into it? Since when are they, or you, or 
I “deadbeat dads”? 

Along these same lines, they’ve even got what they 
call “pilot programs” to make people get permission 
from the federal government before they can get jobs. 
Employers in these “pilot programs” have to get scan- 
ners to let the federal government check people’s So- 
cial Security numbers before they can hire anybody. 
Isn’t that just great? Some bureaucrat in the Social 
Security Administration or someplace gets to decide 
whether you can work or not. 

And this other database. All your medical records 
are going to go into some other big, stone building in 
Washington. That’s going to be on line about the time 
I go, too. Any old bureaucrat who wants to look at them 
can see them. You can’t, of course. But they can. 

All this stuff is real. It’s not in some novel about 
the future or in some right-wingy pamphlet. It’s in the 
law. It’s in America. Right now. They did it all in the 
last couple of years. Mostly by sneaking a paragraph or 
a page into bigger laws when nobody was looking. 

And what’s all this about? Is it really to help 
“welfare moms” or to keep illegal immigrants from 
taking other people’s jobs? Oh, come on! This is about 
one thing. It’s about slavery. 

They give you a citizen registration number shortly 
after birth. As soon as you get old enough to start 
moving around, doing things and making decisions on 
your own, they make sure that they’re in a position to 
know every move you make, to record every transac- 
tion, to examine your whole life’s record any time some 
bureaucrat gets curious. They not only want to know 
where you are at any given 
moment-where you’re work- 
ing and living and banking- 
but to make sure you can’t work 
someplace if they don’t want 
you to. 

MA&AR0 FILLMORE/ by Bruce Tinsley 

And they even want to be 
able to check up on your health. 
That one seems especially silly. 
I mean, why should some bu- 
reaucrat in Washington give a 
hoot about how some woman’s 
pregnancy is going, or whether 
some man is boozing it up a bit 
more than he should? Or 
whether a middle-aged lady is 
dying of cancer or not? What 
business is it of theirs, and 
why should they even want to 
bother? But it makes sense 
when you realize what they’re 
really doing. After all, if you 
own animals, of course you 
want to make sure your prop- 
erty has got all its vaccina- 
tions, is producing healthy off- 

spring, and isn’t being overfed or something. 
It’s just like a modern-day farmer, keeping track of 

his cows or pigs on his computer. You want to know 
they’re healthy and whether they’re producing as much 
as they can for you. So you track them. Track every- 
thing about them. They belong to you, after all. If 
you’re a kindly, efficient farmer, of course you want to 
watch over your livestock. 

There’ve been a lot of bad laws passed in my 
lifetime, Claire. Sometimes I thought, “This is just the 
worst, the worst. It can’t get any more horrible than 
this.” But these laws, that authorized all this tracking, 
are really the final thing. They’re the declaration that 
the people in Washington own us. That’s all. They’re 
plain and simply saying we’re their property. 

There are going to be a lot more bad laws; yeah. 
Really bad ones that will follow these and will be 
possible because of these. But before this, the bad laws 
were passed against free people. After this, the laws are 
passed to control slaves. 

Neither of my girls has children yet. Like every 
mother, I always wanted them to get going and do it, 
you know. I wanted my grandbabies! Now! Believe 
me, I had to bite my lip a lot to keep from nagging them 
about it, like some mothers do. 

But to be absolutely honest, now I wish neither one 
of them would have children. I don’t think Edyie will. 
We’ve talked about this. She’s a lot like me in some 
ways, and I think she won’t bring a child into a country 
like this one is becoming. 

Now my other daughter-we always called her 
Practical Patty-probably will have children someday. 
I’ve kind of given Patty short shrift in talking about all 
this. She was the sort of daughter who never gave any 
trouble and was more interested in doing well in band 
and glee club than in thinking about all the heavy 
things. Her big dreams were just of having a nice little 
job someday, then getting married to a decent sort of 
guy, having a nice house and, yeah, children. So all 
this won’t affect Patty as much as it will Edyie, or as 
much as it would have affected me if I’d have lived to 
see it all come to fruition. To Patty’s mind, it isn’t 
“sensible” to worry about things like this. 

So Patty will have children, and I can only hope 
that at least their lives will be comfortable, if they can’t 
be free. Maybe they’ll be well-fed, well-cared-for little 
citizens. And maybe I should hope they turn out to be 
the kind of people who don’t think or question too 
much. Because if they’re the other kind-like me or 
Edyie-their lives will be miserable. 

the mold-that make trouble, or that don’t produce the 

The next step, you know, after getting ownership of 
your slaves or cows is to cull out the ones that don’t fit 

way you want them to. If you aren’t “nice”, the Social 
Security Administration can just “lose” your records, 
or the health care people can just fiddle your medical 
history around so you look like a mental case. Then 
they can “help” you to death. So I guess for that reason, 
I should hope those grandbabies I won’t live to see are 
quiet, obedient sheep. 

But damnit, if there are grandbabies, 1 hope they’ll 
be as stubborn and freethinking as their Aunt Edyie, 
and that they’ll find a better way of fighting for freedom 
than their Grandma Deb ever could. Let their lives be 
worth something deep and true, not just the “worth” of 
good livestock or laborers. If they fight, maybe they 
won’t live happily or long. But if they have to live at 
all, I hope those little kids live bravely, in spite of all 
the odds against them. The poor souls. 

Do you remember the hymn, The Old Rugged Cross? 
It’s been on my mind a lot since I got the verdict. ‘When 
I was little, I thought it was such a beautiful song. I 
knew it was partly about dying, and about being at 
peace in dying because of the singer’s beliefs, but I 
didn’t completely understand it. 

There was this line, “Till my trophies at last I lay 
down”. I knew it meant “when I die”. But since I didn’t 
have any “trophies” and couldn’t figure out what giv- 
ing up awards had to do with dying, I put my own little- 
girl interpretation on it. I figured the word had to be 
“trophis”, and that it was some fancy, adult word 
meaning “body”. Well, Claire, I’ll tell you. In a year 
or so, when I lay this middle-aged “trophis” down for 
the last time, 1 won’t have any regrets for myself. On 
the day I die, I’ll be able to say I’ve done all I could. 
I tried, even though most of what I did turned out to be 
misguided and ineffective. And even though I’d try 
something different-and a lot less “nice”-if I could 
do it over again, I won’t regret leaving the world the 
politicians just created. I don’t want to see it. I don’t 
want to live in it. 

But my grandbabies will be born as slaves. And oh 
God, I regret that. And I regret not being around to 
protect them. 

-Deborah Marie Pulaski and Claire Wolfe. Per- 
mission to reprint for non-commercial purposes freely 
granted, as long as the article is reprinted in full and is 
accompanied by this copyright statement. 

Oh Lord, let the fire of your Holy Spirit sweep 
across this land, for fallen, fallen is America! Come, 

knowledge of Your Glory. Amen. 

Lord, reveal Yourself in power and holiness to a Church 

[End quoting] 

that has forgotten Who You are, and to a People who 
have chosen to live in great darkness. Empower your 
children to walk in these last davs in the fulness of the 

0- 
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Messine With Your Mlnc 
-- * ---a - -- 

- v 
will remember that wefirstpresented this lawsuit as the 
Front Page story of the 7/2/96 issue of CONTACT, 
entitled “Talk About Fancy Gadgetry! Covert Opera- 
tions Of The National Security Agency “.I 

u COVERT OPERATIONS ‘OF THE US 
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 

1. TEE NSA’s MISSION AND DOMESTIC INTEL- The Super-High-Tech Way L-OPE~TION * Communications Intelligence (COMINT) 
Blanket coverage of all electronic communications 

in the US and the world to ensure national security. 
The NSA at Ft. Meade, Maryland has had the most 

S/26/97 #l HATONN there is mention over and over again of “NSA” and it is advanced computers in the world since the early 1960s. 

ws. THE BIG BOYS CAN 
pointed out that it is a major operation of this corpora- NSA technology is developed and implemented in se- 
tion and the Bush people, and technology is such that cret from private corporations, academia and the gen- 
individual technologies can be used to target and moni- era1 public. 

When the body is out of balance and ill, what do tor individual citizens-like even YOU. There is, in 
YOU do? I am petitioned every second by the ones fact, a terrifying array of technologies and programs * Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) 
asking what to do for their sick bodies, their dizziness, designed to do nothing ex- The Signals Intelli- 
their nausea, their shortness of breath, and on and on. cept keep tabs on individu- gence mission ofthe NSA 
I have told you what to do for those symptoms to als. So, if YOU think you 
hopefully pull you back into some kind of physical might be hiding some- We write and you read about ~~~~~~~~c~~~~ga&$ 
balance-but do you follow through? thing or other-forget it, such as HAARP and other systems waves in the environment 

I am caused to speak on this topic a bit more often you are not. . operated by government or covert for wirelessly tapping 
as the circus continues and the games get bigger and Since the interna- 
rougher while testings go on with lasers, grid pulses tional publicity regarding 

myself and my scribe/ 
operatives but, I wonder if you 

into computers and track- 
ing persons with the elec- 

and other physically disrupting processes. 
We write and you read about such as HAARF and speaker in this location, I 

ever actually comprehend the ~~s~~scu~g~~~si~n~~~~f 
other systems operated by government or covert opera- have to be even more care- gence is based on the fact 
tives but, I wonder if you ever actually comprehend the ful to find things which 

magnitude of the assaults or the 

.magnitude of the assaults or the technology available to back what I say and do so 
technology available to those who ~~~~m~~~h$$~~h~~~ 

those who would-be-kings while you would-be-slaves. in such a way as to simply would-be-kings while you would- tric current in it has a 
Are there things you can do to help you withstand wipe out all prospects of magnetic flux around it 

the assaults and impacts? Yes, but mostly you are some kind of silly “rev- be-slaves. which gives off EMF 
caught within the network of whatever is being done on elation” exercise. You waves. The NSA/DoD 
any given day or hour. You will ftnd that many over- don’t need revelation,you [Department of Defense] 
the-counter substances work for, say, allergies and need to know what is going on and who is doing it. has developed proprietary advanced digital equipment 
other ongoing debilitating annoyances-from severe Rather than prattle about it before the fact, let us which can remotely analyze all objects, whether 
and life threatening in magnitude, to simply irritating. look at a document which comprises evidence for a manmade or organic, that have electrical activity. 
However, it is often that the very thing that makes one lawsuit filed at the US Courthouse in Washington, DC, 
symptom back off produces other things popping up by John St. Clair Akwei against the National Security * Domestic Intelligence (DOMINT) 
from ‘ side effects”, i.e., antihistamines may make the Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland (Civil Action The NSA has records on all US citizens. The NSA 
hay-fever quiet a bit but the vision, sharpness of mental 92-0449), and constitutes his knowledge of the NSA’s gathers information on US citizens who might be of 
reasoning, and rather dangerous dizziness can accom- structure, national security activities, proprietary tech- interest to any of the over 50,000 NSA agents 
pany that “better” feeling. Look and consider your nologies, and covert operations to monitor individual (HUMINT). These agents are authorized by executive 
symptoms and do what is best at any given moment in citizens. order to spy on anyone. The NSA has a permanent 
time. If you can’t breathe and you are short of oxygen, You must understand that I personally enjoy the national security anti-terrorist surveillance network in 
then you must attend the oxygen intake and never mind ease of communications facilitated through this type of place. This surveillance network is completely dis- 
the dizzy drowsiness. Take your colloids so that you surveillance and espionage because I can get my mes- guised and hidden from the public. 
KNOW you are in control of microbes-and then you sages back to the culprits who are my adversaries as Tracking individuals in the US is easily and cost- 
have to treat the symptoms. quickly as tapping on this particular keyboard. We effectively implemented with the NSA’s electronic sur- 

As to pulses and light rays that damage, you must don’t do anything that we need to hide-especially veillance network. This network (DOMINT) covers the 
attend with the same kind of attention. Use sun- from these BIG BOYS! They have made agreements entire US, involves tens of thousands of NSA person- 
blockers, shades, keep to shade as much as is possible, with me and with my own team-mates and, although nel, and tracks millions of persons simultaneously. 
and finally, just pull God’s Light about you and build they seldom keep their word or agreements, they are Cost-effective implementation of operations is assured 
your shielding. There is no frequency higher than that never far from the sounding board. And, for you who by NSA computer technology designed to minimize 
of GOD, so don’t be bullied into believing otherwise. still think that Hatonn doesn’t exist, I urge you to again operations costs. 
Many things can kill a body, but if you shield yourself go check the level of Security Top Secret A-6 for my NSA personnel serve in quasi-public positions in 
with the LIGHT OF GOD, you are going to come out MASSIVE file. You won’t be able to access it, but YOU their communities and run covert business and legiti- 
pretty well in the end confrontation. I can find those who know it is there, and high-level mate businesses that can inform the intelligence com- 

AH of you as a “general population” are under people who set up the outrageous funding operations of munity of persons they would want to track. NSA 
widespread and notable attack while others of you are such as the Inter-American Investment Corporation personnel in the community usually have cover identi- 
the FOCUS of increased and varying assaults. Those of and sister companies-KNOW. ties such as social workers, lawyers and business own- 
you who disbelieve that there are things in use by such You have become mind-robots and march to what- ers. 
as your governments, think again. Most people who ever tune is piped to you in instructions over the waves [H: I would remind all of you that this is not just 
have tried every method available to get public atten- of TV and radio transmitters and receivers, and believe whistling in the dark-this is REAL STUFF. Right 
tion to these things often can’t make a dent in the minds whatever you are TOLD to believe. Then, you are in this town of Tehachapi you will find that erJudge 
of the people, so they will go one last step before watched for results just like research laboratory ani- Jason Brent has full capability of instant communi- 
“throwing in the towel” and, ifpossible, they wiII enter mals, and the next fling at you will be based on the cation with these groups of surveillance people. He 
legal suits against the culprits. A suit filed in a court success of that which came prior. With this in mind, I uses it to get banking information, fight his personal 
of law has at least one thing going for it-it must will simply share the information: battles, and inform on unsuspecting clients and citi- 
contain truth to the best of the participant’s (filing zens. He is quite typical in that he changed his name 
entity’s) ability to glean truth. [QUOTING, NEXUS, April-May 1996; 

In the superb article‘s offered by Mr. Martin on the 
to better conceal his identity, is active in Jewish 

John St. Clair Akwei vs. National Security Agency, Ft. leagues, etc., and is generally a prominent and de- 
Inter-American Investment Corporation and other Elite- George G. Meade, MD, USA (Civil Action 92-0449):] manding player in the society. These people, how- 
associated businesses [See fast week’sFront Page story] [Editor’s note: You readers with good memories ever, are not desirable to the operation or “Con!- 
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pany” attached to the CIA because they do such mation in the US by using advanced computers that use tronic warfare programs of the US Government. The 
stupid things in their own behalf where they get ‘artificial intelligence to screen all communications, NSA monitors available information about this tech- 
caught and make the other players on their team 
look even more stupid. 

regardless of medium, .for key words that should be nology and withholds scientific research from the pub- 
brought to the attention of NSA agents/cryptologists. lit. There are also international intelligence agree- 

These are corporations and they make their own These computers monitor all communications at the ments to keep this technology secret. 
LAWS-please reread the bylaws of the Inter-Ameri- transmitting and receiving ends. This blanket cover- 
can Investment Corporation. 

The NSA has proprietary electronic equipment that 
Those were printed age of the US is a result of the NSA’s Signals Intelli- analyzes electrical activity in humans from a distance. 

NOT to bore you but to show you how well insulated gence (SIGINT) mission. 
the organization makes its participants-even to 

NSA computer-generated brain mapping can continu- 
The NSA’s EMF equipment can tune in RF emis- 

negating ability for suits without permission from 
ously monitor all of the electrical activity in the brain 

ions from personal computer circuit boards (while continuously. The NSA records and decodes individual 
the culprit itself. Oh yes indeed, THIS IS FULLY filtering out emissions from monitors and power sup- maps (of hundreds of thousands cif persons) for national 
LEGAL! What it is not, is lawful. A citizen can’t get plies). The RF emission from PC circuit boards con- security purposes. EMF Brain Stimulation is also 
to the dirty bounders within the heart of the little tains digital information in the PC. Coded RF waves 
“cartels”, but if you pay attention, you who are the 

secretly used by the military for brain-to-computer link 
from the NSA’s equipment can resonate PCcircuits and 

brunt of their tactics against you, you can form change data in the PCs. Thus the NSA can gain 
(in military fighter aircraft, for example). 

[II: While you are on the point just made above, 
bigger and better and more carefully protective wireless modem-style entry into any computer in the let us consider Dharma’s brain surveillance. We do 
shells around yourselves that THEY can’t break country for surveillance or anti-terrorist electronic not object to her mind being monitored because it is 
without breaking their own cocoon. No, I jest not- warfare. the most secure one thing around. She is not givea 
why would only the evil mongers be able to use the 
perfectly good and legal laws structured *for the 

information beyond her own capability to ‘think” 
* Detecting EMF Fields in Humans for Surveillance and ureasonn. She is protected from input flow and 

bandits and robber-barons? I expect to see some A subject’s bioelectric field can be remotely de- the fact is that all the adversary has to do to find out 
pretty comprehensive bylaws, etc., in any new cor- tected, so subjects can be monitored anywhere they are. 
poration structures which involve any of my input. 

TRUTH in our presentation is to monitor what goes 
With special EMF equipment NSA cryptologists can through her brain as informational data. There is no 

Keep always within every law and NEVER break the remotely read evoked potentials (from EEGs). These point in assaulting her to get more for there simply 
LAWS OF GOD and you will find that you have a lot can be decoded into a person’s brain-states and thoughts. is no clandestine game afoot in our team’s work or 
of protection, also, as you walk around in full sur- The subject is then perfectly monitored from a distance. 
veillance of the watchers. In this way THEY have to 

intentions. The enemy can likewise KNOW that we 
NSA personnel can dial up any individual in the keep our agreements and will demand that agree- 

pull down their own pants to get into yours! country on the Signals Intelligence EMF scanning ments with us be honored, no more and no less. If you 
“But,” you ask, “won’t that make them even network and the NSA’s computers will then pinpoint are a “Godly” functioning and intending person, you 

more capable of damage to this group?” THIS and track that person 24 hours a day. TheNSAcan pick will be doing that which is RIGHT AT EVERY 
WHAT? There is no group here and certainly such out and track anyone in the US. OPPORTUNITY and that is protection in itself for it 
as EXTRA in INTERNATIONAL VIEWING proved becomes evident to the adversary that you are not 
it as we could never prove it ourselves. They have 3. NSA SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE USE OF EMF going to take up arms, subvert, overthrow, or any 
even gone further and proved that “1” (Hatonn) am BRAIN STIMULATION other stupid or disastrous effort. You cannot change 
exactly who I say I am and they have been OR- NSA Signals Intelligence uses EMF Brain Stimula- a world to the better when all you use are the nega- 
DERED to lay off anyone connected to my ‘wings”. tion for Remote Neural Monitoring (RNM) and Elec- tive and force-field methods that are already sur- 
Keep your noses and intentions, while performing tronic Brain Link (EBL). EMF Brain Stimulation has passed by the enemy’s capability.] 
any actions, clean, clear, and open, and you won’t been in development since the MK-ULTRA program of For electronic surveillance purposes, electrical ac- 
have anything other than HELP from your so-called the early 195Os, which included neurological research tivity in the speech center of the brain can be translated 
enemies. They will, in addition, give you ammuni- into radiation (non-ionizing EMF) and bioelectric re- 
tion to turn back upon them-EVERY TIME. 

into the subject’s verbal thoughts. RNM can send 
search and development. The resulting secret technol- 

Use the tools available for you. The Evil Empire 
encoded signals to the brain’s auditory cortex, thus 

ogy is categorized at the National Security Archives as allowing audio communications direct to the brain 
raiders won’t be changing those laws for corporate “Radiation Intelligence”, defined as “information from (bypassing the ears). 
protection for they would be cutting theirown throats 

NSA operatives can use this 
unintentionally emanated electromagnetic waves in the covertly to debilitate subjects by simulating auditory 

far more intensively than they can even begin to environment, not including radioactivity or nuclear hallucinations characteristic of paranoid schizophre- 
scratch yours for you are acting in Truth under the detonation”. nia. 
LAW and they are using the shelter to hide their Signals Intelligence implemented and kept this 
guilty criminal tracks. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO technology secret in the same manner as other elec- 

Without any contact with the subject, Remote Neu- 
ral Monitoring can map out electrical activity from the 

BECOME Yom ENEMY ~0 BE AMONG 
YOUR ENEMIES.] RESOURCES lating auditory hallucinations. 

Of Mice, hcien and Molecules, by John I I. 
Hcller, 1963. Bioelcctricity; probing lhc 
brain with EM waves (p, 110). 
The Three-Pound Universe, by Judith 
Hooper. CIA EEG rcscarch; EEGs for 
surveillance (pp. 29, 132, 137). 
In the Palaces of Metnory, by George 
Johnson. EM emissions from the brain; 
the brain as an open electromagnetic cir- 
cuit. 

War in the Ape of Intelligent Machines. 

* Individual Citizens Occasionally Targeted 
for Surveillance by Independently-Operating 
NSA Personnel 

NSA personnel can control the lives of hun- 
dreds of thousands of individuals in the US by 
using the NSA’s domestic intelligence network 
and cover businesses. The operations indepen- 
dently run by them can sometimes go beyond the 
bounds of law. Long-term control and sabotage of 
tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA 
operatives is likely to happen. NSA DOMINT has 
the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or 
run covert psychological control operations to 
cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill mental 
health. 

2. NSA’S DOMESTIC ELECTRONIC SUR- 
VEILLANCE NETWORK 

As of the early 196Os, the most advanced 
computers in the world were at the NSA, Ft. 
Meade. Research breakthroughs with these com- 
puters were kept for the NSA. At the present time 
the NSA has nanotechnology computers that are 
15 years ahead of present computer technology, 
[H: Read that again, please, because surely you 
are aware of the magnitude of effective com- 
puter output already in everyday operations.) 

The NSA obtains blanket coverage of infor- 

These publications have only been dis-, 
covered since December 1991, after 
Plaintiff had already notified aulhorities 
(Dept -of Justice, etc.) of Public 
Corruplion by named NSA employees. 
When 90 action was taken against the 
NSA. employees, I researched the 
lnt&igence Community electronic sur- 
veillance technology involved and dis- 
covered the following publications. 

The body Eleclric: Eleclromagnelistn 
and Ute’Foundation of Life, by Robert 
Becke’r, M.D.. Monitoring neuroelectric 
information in the brain; EM waves; ESB 
(pp. 265,313,318). 
Cross. Currents, by Robert Becker. 
Simulating auditory hallucinations (pp. 
70, 78, 105, 210, 216, 220, 242, 299, 
303). Remote computer tampering using 
the RF emissions from the logic board (p. 
174)., 
Curret$ of Death, by .Paul Brodeur. 
Driving brain electrical activity with 
external EM; magnctophosphcncs; 
Delgado (pp. 27.93). 
The. Zapping .of America. by Paul 
Brodeur, DoD EM ESB research; simu- 

The Puzzle Palace, by James Bamford. 
Signals intelligence; most advanced com- 
puters in the early ‘sixties. 
The US Intelligence Community. 
Glossary terms at National Security 
Archives: Radiation Intelligence (infor- 
mation from unintentionally emanated 
electromagnetic energy, excluding 
radioactive sources). 
The Search for the “Manchurian 
Cundidafe”. by John Marks. Electrical or 
radio stimulation to lhc brain; CIA R&D 
in bioelectrics (p. 227). 
Secref Agenda, by Jim Hougan. National 
security cult groups. 
Critnes of the Intelligence Cotnmunily, 
by Morton Halpcrin. Surreptitious 
entries; inlelligence agents running opera- 
tions against government workers. 

APRIL-MAY 1996 

NSA computer supremacy, complete con- 
trol of information. 
Alternate Computers, by Time-Lift 
Books. Molecule computers. 
The Mind, by Richard Restak, M.D. 
EEG Systems. Inc.; decoding brain EM 
emanations; tracking thoughts on a com- 
puter (p. 258). 
MedTech. by Lawrence Galton. 
Triggering events in the brain, direct to 
auditory cortex signali. 
Cyburg, by D. S. Hnlacy. Jr, 1965. Brain- 
to-computer link research contracts given 
out by the US Government. 
Psychiatry and the CIA: Viclitns oj 
Mind Control, by Harvey M. Weinstein, 
M.D. Dr Cameron; psychic driving; 
ultraconceptual communicalions. 
Journey Into Mudtress: The True Story 
of Secret CIA Mind Control and 
Medical Abuse, by Gordon Thomas. 
Intclligcncc R&D; Delgado; psychic dri- 
ving with radio telelnctry (pp. 127, 276, 
116, 168-69). 
Mind Manipulators, by Alan Scheflin 
and Erfward M. Opton. MKULTRA brain 
rcseurch for informalion-gathering. 
The Bruin Changers, hy Maya Pints. 
Listening to brain EM emissions (p. 19). 

NEXUS 
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visual cortex of a subject’s brain and show images from 
the subject’s brain on a video monitor. NSA operatives 
see what the surveillance subject’s eyes are seeing. 
Visual memory can also be seen. RNM can send images 
direct to the visual cortex, bypassing the eyes and 
optical nerves. NSA operatives can use this surrepti- 
tiously to put images into a surveillance subject’s brain 
while they are in REM sleep for brain-programming 
purposes. 

* Capabilities of NSA Operatives Using RNM 
There has been a Signals Intelligence Network in 

the US since the 1940s. The NSA, Ft. Meade has in 
place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is 
used to track subjects and non-invasively monitor au- 
diovisual information in their brains. This is all done 
with no physical contact with the subject. RNM is the 
ultimate method of surveillance and domestic intelli- 
gence. Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can be 
sent to the auditory cortex of the subject’s brain (by- 
passing the ears), and images can be sent into the visual 
cortex. RNM can alter a subject’s perceptions, moods 
and motor control. 

Speech cortex-auditory cortex link has become the 
ultimate communications system for the intelligence 
community. RNM allows for a complete audiovisual 
brain-to-brain link or brain-to-computer link. 

4. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY SIGNALS 
INTELLIGENCE ELECTRONIC BRAIN LINK 
TECHNOLOGY 

NSA SIGINT can remotely detect, iden- 
tify and monitor a person’s bioelectric fields. 

The NSA’s Signals Intelligence has the 
proprietary ability to monitor remotely and 
non-invasively information in the human 
brain by digitally decoding the evoked po- 
tentials in the 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt elec- 
tromagnetic emissions from the brain. 

Neuronal activity in the brain creates a 
shifting electrical pattern that has a shift- 
ing magnetic flux. This magnetic flux puts 
out a constant 30-50 Hz, 5 milliwatt elec- 
tromagnetic (EMF) wave. Contained in the 

lation as a communications system to transmit infor- 
mation (as well as nervous system messages) to intelli- 

The Plaintiff learned of RNM by being in two-way 
RNM contact with the Kinnecome group at the NSA, Ft. 

gence agents and also to transmit to the brains of covert Meade. 
operations subjects (on a non-perceptible level). They used RNM 3D sound direct to the brain to 

EMF Brain Stimulation works by sending a com- harass the Plaintiff from lo/90 to 5/91. 
plexly coded and pulsed electromagnetic signal to trig- As of 5/91 they have had two-way RNM commu- 
ger evoked potentials (events) in the brain, thereby nications with the Plaintiff and have used RNM to 
forming sound and visual images in the brain’s neural attempt to incapacitate the Plaintiff and hinder the 
circuits. EMF Brain Stimulation can also change a Plaintiff from going to the authorities about their ac- 
person’s brain-states and affect motor control. tivities against the Plaintiff in the last 12 years. 

Two-way electronic Brain Link is done by remotely 
monitoring neural audiovisual information while trans- 

The Kinnecome group has about 100 persons work- 
ing 24 hours a day at Ft. Meade. They have also brain- 

mitting sound to the auditory cortex (bypassing the tapped persons the Plaintiff is in contact with to keep 
ears) and transmitting faint images to the visual cortex the Plaintiff isolated. This is the first time ever that a 
(bypassing the optic nerves and eyes). The images private citizen has been harassed with RNM and has 
appear as floating 2D screens in the brain. been able to bring a lawsuit against NSA personnel 

Two-way electronic Brain Link neural monitoring misusing this intelligence operations method. [H: 
(RNM, remotely monitoring bioelectric information in Don’t for one minute believe this is the first time the 
the human brain) has become the ultimate surveillance rystem has been used, however.] 
system. It is used by a limited number of agents in the 
US Intelligence Community. 6. NSA TECHNIQUES AND RESOURCES 

Remote monitoring/tracking of individuals in any 
5. (NO HEADING IN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT) location, inside any building, continuously, anywhere 

RNM requires decoding the resonance frequency of in the country. 
each specific brain area. That frequency is then modu- A system for inexpensive implementation of these 
lated in order to impose information in that specific operations allows for thousands of persons in every 
brain area. community to be spied on constantly by the NSA. 

The frequency to which the various brain areas 
respond varies from 3 Hz to 50 Hz. Only NSA Signals l Remote RNM Devices 
Intelligence modulates signals in this frequency band. NSA’s RNM equipment remotely reads the evoked 

potentials (EEGs) of the human 
brain for tracking individuals, 

Table 1:: An example of EMF.@ain $i@ation and can send messages through ,.... . . . . 
the nervous systems to affect their 

Brain Arca Bioelectric Resonance Frequency Lnfomlation Induced Through Modulation performance. 

Motor Control Cortex IOHz Mqtor impulse coordination 
RNM can electronically iden- 

Auditory Cortex” 
tidy individuals and track them 

15He Sound which bypasses the ears anywhere in the US. (H: Or 
Visual Cbrtex 25 Hz lmagcs in the brain bypassing the eyes throughout the world and what 

Somatosensory 9Hz Phantom touch sense you recognize as %pace”.] This 

Thought Center 20 Hz Imposed subconscious thoughts equipment is on a network and is 
used for domestic intelligence 
operations, government security 
and military base security, and in 

electromagnetic emission from the brain are spikes and 
patterns called “evoked potentials”. 

(See Table 1) case of bioelectric warfare. 
This modulated information can be put into the 

brain at varying intensities from subliminal to percep- 
tible. 

Every thought, reaction, motor command, auditory 
event and visual image in the brain has a corresponding 
“evoked potential” or set of “evoked potentials’*. The 
EMF emission from the brain can be decoded into the 
current thoughts, images and sounds in the subject’s 
brain. 

NSA SIGINT uses EMF-transmitted Brain Stimu- 

Each person’s brain has a unique set of bioelectric 
resonance/entrainment frequencies. Sending audio 
information to a person’s brain at the frequency of 
another person’s auditory cortex would result in the 
audio information not being perceived. 

FURTHER RESOURCES 

* Spotters and Walk-Byes in Metropolitan Areas 
Tens of thousands of persons in each area working 

as spotters and neighborhootiusinessplace spies (some- 
times unwittingly) following and checking on subjects 
who have been identified for covert control by NSA 
personnel. 

Agents working out of offices can be in constant 

Hoover’s FBI,. hy former :. agent: 
William Turner. Rovtiiies df ele$&& 
surveillance work (p. ?$(I),: ‘~..‘.‘.:,‘,::e:,. LJ.::: 
July 20, 2019, by Arthu&.‘@i%$ 
LIDA; neurophonics; br.ain@ti&er 

[ions; remote neural EM detection (pp. 
62, 106, 136). 

Modern Bioelectricity. Inducing audio 
in fhe,.brain with EM waves; DOD 
cover-up; EM wave ESB; remote 
EEGs, 
Magnetic Stimulation in Clinical 
Neurophysiology, by Sudhansu 
Chokroverty. Magnetophosphenes; 
‘images direct to the visual cortex. 
-The,Mind of Man, by Nigel Calder. 
US.Tntelligence brain research. 
,#riio+ectric. Society Conference, 
X971? Audio direct to the brain with 
EM waves; two-way remote.EEGs. 
@& Controf. by Elliot S. .Valenstein. 
ESB; control of individuals. 
Towards. Century 21, by C, S. Wallia. 
Braln.stimulation for direct-to-brain 
comm&nications (p. 2 1). 
Mind, Wars; by Ron McRae (associate 
of. Jick.Anderson). Research into 
brain-to-brain electronic communiq- 

Mind Tools, by Rudy Rucker. Brain 
tapping; communications with varying 
biomagnetic fields (p. 82). 
US News & World Report, Jan 2.1984. 
EM wave brain stimulation; intelli- 
gence community high tech (p. 38). 
Ear Magazine. Article on extremely 
low frequency radio emissions in the 
natural environment; radio emissions 
from the human body. 
Ctty-Papir, Washington, DC, Ian 17, 
1992. Article on FCC and NSA “com- 
plete radio spectrum” listening posts. 
Frontiers in Science, by Edward 
Hutchings. Jr, 1958 (p. 48). 
Beyond Biofeedback, by Elmer and 
Alyce Green, 1977 (p. 118). 
The Body Quantum, by Fred Alan 
Wolf. 
Cloning: A Biologist’ Reports, by 
Robert Gilmore Mcl$jnnell. Ethical 
review of cloning humans. 

link. . . . ,.. . . . . . . . . .:. j 
MegaBrain, by Michael.,..)Iutcnlso,~~: I 
Brain stimulation with EM @vcS;$&! 
research and inf&mation :coniit$ @$,.::l 

communication with spotters who are keep- 
ing track of the NSA’s thousands of subjects 
in public. 

NSA age& in remote offices can in- 
stantly identify (using RNM) any individual 
spotted in public who is in contact with a 
surveillance subject. 

l Chemicals and Drugs into Residential 
Buildings with Hidden NSA Installed and 
Maintained Plastic Plumbing Lines 

The NSA has kits for running !ines into 
residential tap water and air ducts of sub- 
jects for the delivery of drugs (such as sleep- 
ing gas or brainwashing-aiding drugs). This 
is an outgrowth of CIA pharmapsychology 
(psychopharmacology). 

l Brief Overview of Proprietary US Intel- 
ligence/Anti-Terrorist Equipment Men- 
tioned 

Fixed network of special EMF equip- 
ment that can read EEGs in human brains 
and identify/track individuals by using digi- 
tal computers. ESB (Electrical Stimulation 
to the Brain) via EMF signal from the NSA 
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Signals Intelligence is used to control subjects. 
EMF equipment that gathers information from PC 

circuit boards by deciphering RF emissions, thereby 
gaining wireless modem-style entry into any personal 
computer in the country. 

All equipment hidden, all technology secret, all 
scientific research unreported (as in electronic warfare 
research). 

Not known to the public at all, yet complete and 
thorough implementation of this method of domestic 
intelligence has been in place since the early 1980s. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Mr. Akwei has asked, emphatically, that his con- 
tact information NOT BE GIVEN as he already has his 
hands overfilled with the thugs in the game. I would 
hope that any further information would be shared but 
it is the content and information which I wanted you to 
have and perhaps you can become more AWARE of 
what is coming down around your proverbial ears. 

There is a list of “resources” offered and I will ask 
that the information be likewise printed for your re- 
search interests. [See resource lists on pgs. 13 & 14.1 
These are factual technologies in this current world in 

which you “think” you are experiencing. It is serious 
and it is big business along with being the final method 
of control of the masses. This is “beyond” brainwash- 
ing, readers; it is the control already in place and 
available to the One World Order. 

Do you perceive that perhaps you are already living 
in an environment that has such controls in place? 
Look around you! You are controlled by everything 
from diet products to religious instructions. You are 
totally BOUND by these dogmas and instructions and 
have now been taught to feed on violence and moved 
that into the reality of the mind, far beyond the influ- 
ence of the brain’s conceptual functioning. 

Will there be “enough” who do not succumb to this 
onslaught of controllers’ mind-warps7 Yes, but let us 
just note that to find 144,000 as the Bible suggests may 
be a bit difficult. So, can we accomplish our own 
mission? Of course, for as the adversaries of freedom 
realize they don’t have to take us out to bid for non- 
interference, they will eventually see the merit in help- 
ing us achieve our quite-limited intentions. Now, if 
this doesn’t mesh with your “concepts”, I feel sorry for 
your misperceptions for we have never stated other- 
wise-than we serve God and we are NOT HERE TO 
“SAVE” ANYTHING. IF YOU WANT SALVATION 

ORDER NOW From New Gaia 

Colloidal Titanium (GAIA Ti=22) $20 20~. 

Colloidal Copper (GAIA Cu=29) $10 20~. 

Colloidal DHEA (GAIA DHEA) $20 20~. 

Clolloidal MuMtarnin & Mineral (GRIA VITL) $10 202, 

Poslin Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

Gaialife Collbidal Minerals 121++ $10 202. 

Rare Earth Capsules $6 (60 caps) 

(800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
Advanced products with higher frequencies to knock out the 

newly created, mutated viruses carried by the specialized 
parasites. Call for a free catalog. 

THEN I CERTAINLY SUGGEST YOU GET ON WITH 
GETTING ON AND BECOMING TRUTHFULLY AND 
RIGHTLY INFORMED. KNOWLEDGE IN TRUTH IS 
LIGHT AND LIGHT IS GOD-AND THE WORD IS 
GOD; THEREFORE, YOU NEED KNOWLEDGE, 
TRUTH, LIGHT AND FINALLY YOU CAN RECOG- 
NIZE THE INTENTS AND PURPOSES OF GOD. GOD 
HAS NOT SENT ME OR YOUTO INTERFERE WITH 
THE PROCESSES OF MANKIND OTHER THAN TO 
OFFER TRUTH AND “THE WAY” TO CHANGE. 
YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO PUSH YOUR “RATHERS” 
OROPINIONS OFF ON ANYONE SO THINK ABOUT 
IT CAREFULLY AND SEE WHERE YOU ARE IN 
THIS GAME. GOD GAVE FREE-WILL CHOICES 
AND REASON UNTO MANKIND AS THE GIFT 
ABOVE ALL GIFTS-AND YOU ARE STUCK WITH 
YOURSELF IN THAT ARENA. Daddy can’t do it for 
you; Mommy can’t do it for you; no family member or 
friend can do it for you-so you may as well get on with 
doing for self. We can only hope to help you see and 
know as we move along and, in turn, understand what 
is often taking place within your very beings. When 
you understand and KNOW, you can take care of self 
for no negativeenergy can overcome the positive charges 
of self-GOD-power. You might well want to negatively 
charge those cells that transfer fuel to energy-but you 
want that mind only charged with positive thoughts. 
Recognize the negative aspects so that you KNOW what 
is going on, but keep the positive knowledge ever in 
front of all other thoughts. In THIS MANNER we will 
create that which we want and need, and it need not 
wait longer while you “get ready”. 

Never mind the ones who drop away or can’t get the 
hang of it for that is THEIR problem and none of your 
business. We have a job to do and the elements are now 
ready and available if you will simply step forth and 
receive them. The distracters will forever try to tempt 
you away as they focus on their own narrow missions or 
views. You who will find THE WAY for the multi- 
tudes-must keep a very wide perspective and never 
drop the ball for a single moment. Let the others do that 
which they will in dallying, diddling, and piddling- 
for we have not the luxury of such indulgences. If you, 
for instance, are serious about the desire for travel, then 
I suggest you get on with getting the task at hand 
accomplished, and then go travel! ! God’s delays are 
not God’s denials-but your delays are a cop-out. Salu. 

New Gaia 
Products 
1(800)NEW-GAh 

(639-4242) 
for information and 

a free catalog 
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Stay . Alert About Both 
Bad And Good Bugs’ 

S/29/97 #l HATONN 

WHEN THE STORMS 
SEEM GREAT 

What do we do when the storms seem great and we 
cannot see that which is upon us? We do exactly what 
we must do at every other time-praise and thank God 
for His vigilance and His ability to see all that needs be 
seen. 

Often we must look within our own beings to 
discern that which might cause and then bring effect to 
our senses, be it in health (bad or good), a need to focus 
on that which is elusive to the moment, and/or be still 
and listen. If you can’t walk from the bedroom to the 
kitchen without having the head swim and then faint- 
it is time to consider alternatives and see WHAT GOD 
MIGHT HAVE IN MIND-or, attend self that you do 
not 6111 or do-in self. 

A lot of you will be having almost the same symp- 
toms that Dharma is undergoing and yes indeed, it is 
serious business for sometimes the body simply be- 
comes overwhelmed and the “illness” as such remains 
elusive. 

Now you have something upon which to base your 
understanding. You have a minstrel called Bob Dylan 
who just succumbed to hospital care, cancellation of a 
whole season of concerts-who has exactly what Dharma 
has, and many of you have, totally debilitating you. 

The cause is a fungus, now crossed with a cocci of 
the pneumonia variety and it settles in the lungs, infests 
the sack (myocardium) surrounding the heart muscle, 
causes swelling, and compromises the heart function. 
The little buggers can work themselves right into heart 
valves, and if left to their own devices, will kill the 
body, purely and simply put. Signs and symptoms are 
only a visible and physical warning to TAKE EXCEP- 
TIONAL CARE OF SELF. 

The “news reports” say that Mr. Dylan is suffering 
from a fungal infection called Histoplasmosis, which is 
a potentially fatal disease. However, with proper treat- 
ment, rest, and recovery, it can be treated, even if not 
cured. If lungs are compromised, as also happens to be 
the. case from childhood insult with Mr. Dylan, the 
process is quite miserable and debilitating. Forced 
breathing to get enough oxygen in spite of the ongoing 
problems will only cause further and far more extensive 
damage to the heart and to the lungs. Then mucous and 

fibrous strands will form on the linings of the bronchial 
passages and seal the passages necessary for the carry- 
ing of oxygen and other nutrients to the body general. 

We have gotten the disease organism, in Dharma, 
under control with colloids; however, the symptoms 
rem,ain and there are toxic responses as the body tries 
to heal itself. Moreover, we have new hatchings of 
spores/microbes which break out every time the levels 
of colloids are lessened. The fungus spores move 
within cells to keep from being attacked. 

Is this a hospitalization misfortune? Yes, but NOT 
where you have the things going on that are taking 
place in your nice dirty hospitals. There are the drug- 
resistant strains of bacteria which eat you alive and 
have no acceptable treatment. Two infections of this 
magnitude will disallow the body to properly gain 
strength enough, to heal. Further, however, the spores 
get loose in a house so that reinfection is constant. If 
you can “smell” mold or moldy atmosphere-you have 
loose molds and fungi flying around. If you have air 
cleaners, to not run them all the time is foolish because 
the adventures of the flying microbes never stop once 
begun and they have a perfect host circumstance in 
compromised lungs. If you have not done anything to 
clear out the culprits, then KNOW THAT 
REINFESTATION IS CONSTANTLY TAKING 
PLACE. 

I would turn now to discussing the disease at the 
farm. This is introduced deliberately and is a cross 
between a mold and rust-appearing like a smut. When 
your enemies said they would run you out of town, they 
certainly meant that they were going to make every 
effort to accomplish thatjob. Never mind them for they 
have gone too far and it is obvious what has happened 
and you will begin to get help from the legal eagles- 
for this kind of crop tampering is unacceptable at all 
levels as it affects all of the people all of the time- 
including the law enforcement personnel. 

You will notice that the problem is one which 
affects grain heads and disallows formation of seeds. 
This is pretty common in other parts of the country and 

ALOE PLUS 77 

/ Alfalfa & Minerals 
V- 60 Capsules, 450 mg. 

We a b 
w 

mbined two of our most popular products, Aloe Vera & Body Booster Minerals, into one fabulous product: “Aloe 
Plus 77’qt contains all of the required vitamins and 77 minerals derived in a nonmetalic, colloidal form, photosynthesized from 
plants millions of years old. With the addition of Alfalfa (which contains unusually high amounts of vitamins U, D, K, A and 
E, and eight important digestive enzymes) we believe this is a product you can count on. Two to three capsules daily as a dietary 
supplement will give you the same benefits as 1 oz. of the liquids. 

Aloe Ve~-~?k~~~~~~%~& Minerak l 
Just In Time For Summer Travel: 

Required l No Measuring l No Liquid Spills l No Mess 

Sale begins June 1st 

l l 
l 

thru June 16th 
. . 

No Refrigeration 

tr.;‘;c;t;eb . 0 

See p. 27 for ordering 
information 
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certainly is destructive to areas of the grain belt farms. Farms there will be hell to pay and the SUSPECTED SCIENCE LAB, The Washington Post National Weekly 
You can know, however, that it is not native nor ENTITIES are going to have to answer for their mis- Edition, May 26, 1997:] 
happenstance in this area for you had an exceptionally chief. This is NOT the variety of smut to which spelta 
nice wet Winter, but a very, very dry Spring. This has resistance particularly, but it comes as a localized WHERE A MITE MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE 
problem usually shows up where the Spring season is pest to “general” grain fields. 
wetter than normal. But, it is extremely easy to tamper What to do? Well, you can let it go and it will In Africa, a microscopic critter is striking a mighty 
and infect fields and this is what has happened. I know contain itself pretty much when you stop watering. blow against hunger. By Joby Warrick, Washington 
that you don’t wish to believe there are insane people However, my suggestion is to stop irrigation totally, let Post Staff Writer. 
out there doing this stuff, but truth is stranger than dry, and then BURN the field. You can keep a close Some call it the “Bug that Saved Africa”, though 
what it is you tend to wish to believe. You can KNOW watch on the stuff as you dry the field, and because technically it’s not an insect but a lowly mite. A cousin 
from the place of infestation that it has been intention- spelta is a strong dry-crop, you may well get some to the tick, it’s a plump green gumdrop with eight legs 
ally introduced. grain, but do not use it for seed lest you replant the and a fearsome habit of sucking out the innards of other 

By whom? Come now-be reasonable in your demons. You will find that most people who are mites. 
innocence for you KNOW who. You know who lies, allergic to such as wheat or grains are NOT allergic to It prefers to dine on the run. After scarfing down 
cheats and steals-so don’t act like you just awakened the grain BUT ARE ALLERGIC TO WHATEVER IS a meal it waddles to the top of a plant stalk, hoists its 
from fairyland. ATTACHED TO THE GRAlN SEED. back legs and sails on the breeze until it finds its next 

By the way, check out the area of Prell’s farm very, This seems terrible? Of course but has mankind victim. In just four years, the mite has chomped and 
very carefully. EncelEnz put a lot of appliances and ever been different? Is it not better to nip these things sailed its way across 11 countries-and into the annals 
farmequipment, from potato diggers to harvester head- in the proverbial bud BEFORE you have great fields to of international horticulture. 
ers, over with Prell and swore the man to secrecy-go attend? Today the microscopic marauder is being credited 
check and go check CAREFULLY. The header is some As for Ence/Enz, you will find that he or his with turning back one of the most serious threats to 
of Hamilton’s original equipment and yet you will find relations are seen in the area EVERY DAY. And, if West Africa’s food supply in years. With astonishing 
that Ence/Enz SOLD off such as Turner’s disc equip- this kind of behavior is suitable to those who would speed, it checked, then reversed, the damage caused by 
ment. 

Now, nice people, you are never going to have an 
have us beg and grovel to get good graces-pay close a harmful mite that has decimated cassava crops across 
attention to who they are and act accordingly. People an area l-112 times the size of the United States. 

end to this garbage until you put a stop to it. By the time like Hamiltons MUST KNOW ABOUT THESE THINGS The feat was accomplished without chemical pesti- 
the infestation has, however, spread to the Organic FOR A LOT OF PEOPLE WALK AROUND IN THEIR tides and with mostly passive participation by native 

SLEEP AND PLUG farmers. In fact, because the mite is too small to be seen 
THEIR EARS. with the naked eye, some rural growers have never 

The harvester has quite grasped the reason their cassava plants suddenly 
sat for over a year now, went from naked stalks to healthy green shrubs. 
in the way, without any “The farmers say, ‘God has helped us’,” says 
working capability, as Symphorien Saizonou, an agricultural officer for the 
with no headers, no West African country of Benin. 
keys, and no way to “They still don’t know exactly what happened to 
move the stuff even out cause this result.” 
ofthe way. Is THIS what What actually happened was a rare collaboration 
we work for in good- between scientists on two continents to stem the de- 
ness? No, but isn’t it struction of cassava, the starchy tuber that serves as a 
always the way with the dietary staple for a half-billion people, including 200 
losers of your world? million Africans. Their apparent success, annt unced 

two weeks ago, is being hailed as a victory against 
MITES THAT world hunger and a milestone in the search for chemi- 

MAKE A DIF- Cal-free solutions to agricultural pests. 
FERENCE Proponents of natural or “sustainable” pest control 

argue that such solutions are better for the environment 
While we are on the and more effective in the long run. In the developing 

topic of bugs and infes- countries that make up Africa’s vast cassava belt, it’s 
tations I would like to often the only kind of pesticide farmers can afford. 
share with you some in- “Cassava sells for pennies a kilo, so there’s no way 
formation brought to farmers can use pesticides,” says Donald Roberts, an 
our attention regarding insect pathologist at the Boyce Thompson Institute for 
African “mites”. Since Plant Research in Ithaca, N.Y. “To have something 
many of you are inter- that is effective, self-replicating and free is the best of 

fNlERNAm CENTER FOR nfw4cM AmcuLTuRf 
ested in crop protection all possible worlds.” 
and organic purity, you The quest for a natural pest-killer brought scien- 

Since 1970, a mlcroacopta m&e fram South may well want to push tists to Brazil’s northern Amazon Basin. Cassava was 
Amerka haa wreaked havoc on AMcan ~8% this little critter with first cultivated in the jungles of South America, which 
sava crop, a ma@ nuMNan 8oaIcB fw a powers that be-and I is also the native turf of the cassava green mite, 
half-bWon people. A pre&to? mite, top, 
devaurlng a vkttm, kae beaten back tka mite 

don’t mean on a local Mononycheflus tanajoa, a relative of the common spi- 

ahmgafronttbtextendstoiicoutifles. 
spelta field. You will der mites that menace gardens and house plants in the 
find that ability to flour- United States, 
ish of fungi, etc., is de- Both plant and pest migrated to Africa in separate 
pendent upon the food waves. First came the cassava shrubs, which were 
chain for insects and imported by Portuguese sailors in the 16th century and 
organisms. Any mold thrived pestilence-free for 400 years. Natives quickly 
or fungus must have came to appreciate the plant’s extraordinary heartiness 
various foods upon and versatility, and soon cassava groves were flourish- 
which to gain footholds. ing from the Ivory Coast to Madagascar. 

I will offer this ar- Unlike maize or wheat, cassava plants can survive 
title and hope that you droughts and blistering hot tropical weather. The 
will share with county leaves are edible, but the plant’s starchy, yam-like root 
agents, farmers and oth- is the staff of life for millions of Africans. Westerners 
ers who have a problem may recognize it as the thickening ingredient in tapioca 
with any kinds of mites pudding, but in Africa cassava is prepared and eaten a 
or aphids or other at- thousand different ways. An old African saying- 
tackers of crops. “Where there is cassava there is no hunger”-is a 

testament to the plant’s role as a hedge against starva- 
[QUOTING, From tion in some of the world’s poorest countries. 
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Enter the cassava green mite. After apparently 
hitchhiking across the Atlantic on farm machinery in 
1970, the pest landed in a Ugandan cassava patch and 
began its epicurean tour of the continent. With no 
natural enemies, the green mites had spread throughout 
the cassavabelt by 1985 and threatened to gnaw Africa’s 
slender nutritional lifeline in two. Despite experi- 
ments with chemical pesticides and pest-resistant 
strains, crop losses ran as high as 50 percent. 

“This pest got loose and had a free lunch,” says 
Steve Yaninek, an American entomologist at the Nige- 
ria-based International Institute of Tropical Agricul- 
ture. “It literally spread like wildfire.” 

YANINEK’S 
INSTITUTE 

In 1983, Yaninek’s Institute joined forces with a 
sister agency, the Columbia, Md.-based International 
Center for Tropical Agriculture, in a search for 
natural enemies of the green mite in its native turf 
in Latin America. The 14-year $700,000 effort 
was funded by a consortium of international aid 
organizations, including the United Nations De- 
velopment Programme and the governments of 
Germany and Denmark. 

Several potential foes were identified and ruled 
out. A few species of predator mites were even 
brought to Africa for field tests, but they either 
died or spread very slowly. The top performer 
could manage only a few hundred yards per year. 
But after a decade of work, the two institutes 
stumbled upon the perfect mite-eating machine. 
In October 1993, scientists stood in a cassava field 
near the village of Ikpinle, Benin, and introduced 
Africa to Typhlodromalus aripo. Though tiny- 
40 of them, end to end, would fit across a man’s 
thumbnail-the T. aripo is a ferocious predator 
that can reduce a cassava green mite to a dried-up 
shell within minutes. Even more impressive is its 
unusual brand of sky-diving that enables it to 
travel a mile or more on the wind. 

“We were absolutely astonished,” Yaninek 
says of the early results. The first colonies spread 
over a radius of seven miles the first year, and an 
additional 12 miles the second. By early this year, 
after dozens of subsequent releases in other coun- 
tries, the predator mite had advanced over a 
150,000-square-mile area that encompasses 11 
countries. 

For scientists, it was the most ambitious and 
most successful attempt to control a pest mite on 
a continent-wide scale using what Yaninek calls a 
“classic biological approach”. The key, he says, 
was using “nature’s own equilibrium” to human 
advantage. “It’s easier and less energy-consum- 
ing if we work with nature and not against it.” 

Farmers are less philosophical but equally 
amazed by the achievement. Crop yields have 
improved by an average 30 percent, according to 
field samples. In West Africa alone, the predator 
mite is being credited for a $60 million increase in 
cassava profits last year. 

With those kinds of results, farmers no longer 
have to see the mite to believe in it. Still, scien- 
tists couldn’t resist bringing along a few magnify- 
ing glasses recently when they returned to the 
Benin village where T. aripo was first launched. 

“We showed the farmers how to use the lenses 
to make the mites visible,” says Saizonou, the 
Benin civil servant. “For the first time they saw 
that something very inconspicuous was there on 
the leaves to keep the bad mites away. And they 
were very surprised.” 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I would suggest that this is just one more 
example of the fact that just because you can’t see 

a thing, it does NOT mean it does not exist. 
So, what happened in the tale above? A collabora- 

tion of scientists on two continents to stem the destruc- 
tion of cassava, the starchy tuber that serves as a dietary 
staple for a half-billion people, including 200 million 
Africans. If it can be done with green mites, it can be 
done with anything which has outgrown its boundaries 
and presents plagues and causes famines. It is always 
best to go with NATURAL species to counter all invad- 
ers, i.e. smut, rust and molds, for beneath the destruc- 
tion will always be the microbes which intentionally 
destroy. 

As with the massive fields now infected with incur- 
able smut in your growing belts, the diserse is easily 
contained in this same manner-if you get on with it. 
There are microbes that eat any kind of other microbe- 
all you have to do is isolate it and introduce it properly. 
You even have microbes that thrive on radioactivity 
and petroleum products, so don’t look wide-eyed and 

silly--find the proper feeder. Ladybugs like aphids, so 
get some microbes that like whatever is annoying you. 
Famines are going to be great as you move along. That 
is the promise of the Revelation. You can accept that 
stance if you so-choose, but it is NOT of God; it is of 
Man’s edicts. 

I will close this writing lest it get too lengthy, but 
I really must discuss the boundaries which are being 
dissolved as your NAFTA gets further underway. I 
think you people who understand Bonus contracts, etc., 
might well see some relationships and possibilities. 
There must be funding for such major takeovers and 
wipeouts, so that means there are TWO SIDES involved 
EVERY time. Just remember that everything SOUNDS 
really good until you get it into operation and find that 
you have again been “had”. 

Thank you for your attention, Dharm,a, but you 
must mind your business lest I put you to bed, and let’s 
get well and get on, please. 

An Ode To Dharma 

HovYing gently ov’r her soul 
Father Aton doth ever glow 

Guiding, counseling in His own way 
The words to write in each new day. 

From up above -and down below 
Heavenly sources and earthly show 

The Light of Truth for all to see 
How planet Shan can better be. 

Her fingers fly and nubbins ache 
As comes forth Wisdom from daybreak 

Sometimes her weary soul cries quit 
But then renewed goes on with it. 

Transition time is never fun 
It seems her work is never done 

But Truth shall flow and all shall know 
That planet Earth shall one day glow. 

Parasites gone, cannot be found 
Shan’s vibrant health will then rebound 

We thank you Dharma, E.J. too 
From children of Light, we love you. 

-A Non A Mouse 
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NAFTA Absorbs 
Boundaries 

dered; all that drug money had to be cleaned up some- 
where between the tip of South America and the top of 
Canada. The end result is a semi-legal trail of entities 
which finally can “legally” accomplish what otherwise 
would be heinous criminal practices. The problems 
come, then, from the power brokers who get greedy and . 
ego-controlled. 

Let us look at this NAFTA phenomenon. 

[QUOTING, THE SPOTLIGHT, June 2, 1997. 
Andrew Arnold and T.J. O’Connor:] 

NAFTA ABSORBS BOUNDARIES 

Millions Affected as U.S., Mexico Create Interna- 
tional Border Region. 

Bureaucrats ignore the question of sovereignty in 
race to eliminate the border. 

Without voting on it, all Americans living between 

[Continued from Front Page] Brownsville, Texas and San Diego, California, have 
had their communities placed under control of an inter- 
national body. 

This is neither hype nor rumor, it’s NAFTA. Ac- 
tually it’s the Agreement on Cooperation for the Pro- 

their own private laws, fund their own illegal banks, 
and set up more, and it is ALL QUITE LEGAL! And, 

“Articles of Incorporation” and become strong and tection and Improvement in the Border Area (La Paz 

no, I am not going t0 explain anything further about it. 
untouchable. Oh, indeed, George Bush and all his Agreement) signed in 1983. The giveaway “entered 
buddies have done this and established EXACTLY into force with the NAFTA trade agreement”, says the 

The banks they establish have so much “value” in- what they wanted to establish, and nobody comes against Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the U. S.1 
volved as to not find it necessary to even follow the Mexico Border XXI Framework Document. La Paz 
illteNatiOMl banking laws, IIdeS and regulations. YOU 

it because nobody realizes the extent of the deceptions. 
They did it With the Inter-American InveStment COqO- Went intO effect in January. 

seem to think there is something Holy (as in Church) ration of which we have written much lately [gee Front Other US cities affected include l&Allen, Laredo 
about banks and bankers. NO, there is everything non- Page story in last week’s CONTACT]. 
holy about them, but banking was and is a convenient 

They set up and El Paso, Texas, and Yuma, Arizona. 
their own bar&s in places and nations belonging to the La Paz replaces the U.S./Mexico 1,933-mile border 

way to hold and pass MONEY. Anymore there doesn’t HC “corporation” and formed their own intelligence with a 62.5-mile strip north and south of the traditional 
even have to be any money, only established “value” of 
some kind which is far easier to utilize than any form 

“corporations”, i.e. such as CI Ltd. (but never quite got border to be an open zone called Border Region XXI. 
around to doing more than forming SOVEREIGN enti- About 10 million people in America and Mexico live 

of currency. within the zone. 
The BEAUTY of this fact is that any nations can 

ties using the guise of legal incorporation, but estab- 

form a coalition and hold collateral of whatever they 
lishing the power-pods without benefit of law, interna- This agreement created the Border Environment 

Cooperation Project and the North American Develop- 
desire the value to be, have rich nations or men fund the 

tional or national). 

The same thing is happening thanks to your allow- ment Bank [H: Wow, and where have we heard this 
“value” so that credit and transfers are valid, and hold 
establishedvalue (gold and/or oil being the most readily 

ing of NAFTA, GATT, etc. You have turned over all one lately?] to provide US funding. More ca:% will 
1 come from the World Bank and Mexico. 

apparent, other than the established drug dealings), 
aw and power to the very destroyers. The evidence is 

so blatant along the U.S. Southern Border with Mexico Investigative reporter Karen-Lee Bixman warns 
and you have founded an international bank apart and as to be shocking that nobody has seemed to notice what the road to a New World Order is paved Environmental 
aside from any established entities. These coalitions has happened. The same thing is taking place all over Green and Border Region XXI is the first step on that 
can operate according to their own set of Bylaws and the world, however, so don’t act shocked and bewil- road. 

“Traditionally, Americans have 
looked to their representatives to stand 
in the gap between freedom and tyr- 
anny,” she added. “Under the auspices 
of saving the environment, our nation’s 
borders will be dissolved.” 

ARIZONA 
EW MEXICO 

AGLE PASS 

Land fkom the Gulf Coast to the Pacific Ocean has been h&xl together to form Border Region XXI- 
1 an internationalist attempt at “protecting the environmentk* ----___ -_-..-_ --- -_- _~_ ____ - .._. -.--- __ I ________._ -._ _.....__ ------ --. - .-... -.~ _... ---. 

INTERNATIONALISM 
Mexican agencies are expected to 

join US bodies in regulating the envi- 
ronment in Border Region XXI. This 
means water rights for Americans in 
the Southwest have been ceded to an 
international body. 

For example, EPA and Mexico’s 
Secretariat for Environment, Natural 
Resources and Fisheries (SEMARNAP) 
and Secretariat for Social Development 
(SEDESOL) have been merged to po- 
lice environmental matters within Bor- 
der Region XXI. 

Natural resources management is 
slated to fall under a newly created 
body including the Department of Inte- 
rior, the Department of Agriculture and 
SEMARNAP. 

Border Water Resources fall under 
the US and Mexican Sections of the 
International Boundary and Water Com- 
mission, Interior, EPA and 
SEMARNAP. 

The Department of Health and Hu- 
man Services will team with Mexico’s 
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Secretariat of Health to manage environmental health. 
According to the EPA, one of the goals of Border 

Region XXI is to improve binational law enforcement 
capabilities. “This allows for the creation of bina- 
tional law enforcement teams consisting of US law 
enforcement, firefighters and emergency response 
teams,” says Miss Bixman, “Stationed on the Mexican 
side of the border, they would respond to emergen- 
cies.” 

Critics say these international bodies will tell 
landowners what they can and cannot do on their 
property. Compliance with land-use regulations will 
be monitored by US Geological Survey infrared aerial 
photos. [II: A nice PRIVATE corporation.] 

“The US Congress must take action on behalf of 
the American people and our national sovereignty to 
uphold our national borders and free our people from 
their resources being controlled by the [EPA],” said 
James Thorsen, president of the New Mexico Citizens 
Action Association. 

“Resources like water, air, land [are] all under the 
supervision of [non-governmental organizations] with- 
out any legal authority except through treaty,” he 
added. “Treaties are the new wav to eo around the 
peoule and their rights under the US Constifrrtion 
and our national sovereinntv.” 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
The guiding force behind the La Paz Agreement is 

the UN principle of so-called “sustainable develop 
mentn , according to critics. 

In 1992, 179 countries met in Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, at the UN Conference on World Environment. 
The so-called Rio conference developed a global plan 
for “sustainable development”. 

The United States did not sign on to the agreement, 
but PI esident Bill Clinton has adopted Rio principles 
for his administration. 

“He wants a domestic policy that can be integrated 
to achieve ‘economic progress. environmental protec- 
tion, and social equality’,” says Luther Broaddus III, a 
nswspaper columnist in the Southwest. Clinton’s sus- 
tainable development “covers everything from the need 
for abortion, to septic systems, to removal of subsidies 
on overgrazed public lands.” 

“Controlling these principles: economy, environ- 
ment and social equality, are the three legs of Clinton’s 
policy he calls ‘sustainable development’,” he added. 
“It is apparent he means to force compliance by our 
people to the international standards.” 

Broaddus said the country officials in New Mexico 
and Arizona whom he had talked to had never heard of 
the agreement. In addition, they had no idea how taxes, 
law enforcement, etc., will be affected. [H: Do you now 
see how simple it is to simply form organizations, 
corporations--whatever, and establish the idea that 
they exist, thrust forth papers making some treaties 
and agreements, and you establish the entity without 
any validity whatsoever. Then you move on to call- 
ing it by “letters” of the alphabet so that the confu- 
sion is so great as to stagger even clerical record- 
keepers. They call the titles something “Federal” or 
“corporation” or whatever sells the people on the 
false information and there you have it-control of a 
world without half trying.] 

Congressional staffs were even less helpful, he 
said. For instance, when Rep. Joe Skeen’s (R-N.M.) 
office contacted the Congressional Research Service, 
on Broaddus’ behalf, the office was told, “The La Paz 
Agreement is unrelated to NAFTA.” 

As noted above, the bureaucrats of the EPA dis- 
agree. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I ask that the geographic diagram be added for 
viewing, please [see pg. 191. The whole method of 
operations is like a creeping fungus that finally takes 
over everything. 

Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc, 
Presents: Monthly Workshops Of 1997 

When: Fri/Sat/Sun- 

June 28th & 29th, 1997 

Where: The Aladdin HotelKa- 

sino, Las Vegas, NV 

Hotel Information: To reserve 
your room at the special 
discounted rate, call NCH’s 
exclusive, full-service travel 
agent: The Travel Shop: 
(800)427-5 103 

Questions: Call NCH, Inc. at 
(800) 398-1077 

Regular Tuition: 
$695.00 

Spouse/Guest Tuition 
Only$395.00 

- 

Featuring: 
Linda Chandler 
“Super-Charging 
Your Business!” 

Come learn how to super- 
charge your business from a pro- 
fessional and watch it explode! 
Your profits will absolutely 
skyrocket after attending this 
income enhancing workshop, 
jam-packed with power skills 
for raising capital and making 
money! 

Linda has worked with 
companies such as Apple, 
Intel, Toys ‘R Us, the Limited, 
Sun Microsystems, and many 
others. With 20 years of expe- 
rience and association, she 
brings her first-hand knowledge 
and strategies to you during this 
exciting and powerful weekend! 
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Rep, Ron Paul’s’ House Bill To Get 
The U.S. Out of The UN. 

The ever-resourceful V.K. Durham has recently forwarded to CONTACT a copy of U.S. Rep. Ron Paul’s (R-TX) House Resolution 1146 
(H.R. 1146), introduced on March 20, 1997. Anyone familiar with the ongoing actions of those forces who work unwaveringly to control the 
world knows that the creation of the United Nations in 1945 was a bold move to establish a One World Government. As those One World 
Controllers foment endless wars and international unrest and tensions, there stands the U.N. to ostensibly provide the parameters within which 
peaceful resolution of disputes can be achieved. 

It has become painfully obvious, however, that the real intent of our Controllers is to make the world a more and more chaotic and unstable 
place where it becomes increasingly necessary to use a One World Police Force, the U.N. Peacekeeping Forces, to supposedly maintain peace. 
And their real purpose, of course, is to be the military enforcers of the New World Order agenda. 

Within this bleak picture, H.R. 1146 stands as a refreshing breath of fresh air, designed to remove the United States of America from any 
support, participation or affiliation whatsoever with the United Nations. 

Rep. Ron Paul needs all the support and encouragement he can get in this matter, both from his congressional colleagues and especially from 
we individual Citizens. The passage of this act could be the necessary first step to reestablishing American Sovereignty, and could pave the way 
toward abolishing the corrupt U.N., with a concurrent recognition that only a real community of nations (the Citizens) working together can 
achieve a truly just world. Ron Paul’s phone number in Washington, D.C. is (202) 225-3 121. 

Without further introduction, here is H.R. 1146. 
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Green was correct when he called his own attorney, 
Horton, “so stupid I have to tell him everything to Sorting Weeds From Flowers da.:. Now note that they will get this paper and rush 
forth and beg the court for “mercy” that somehow their 
“computer” and “fax” were broken, etc. (It happens 
every filing.) Well, how in the hell are people supposed 

In The Legal Garden 
to even respond sanely to this kind of stupid or inten- 
tional confusion and cocksmanship? Is this a POINT 
OF LAW being broken OR A GAME FOR ATTOR- 
NEYS TO CLEAN UP EVERYTHING IN THEIR 
CLIENT’S POCKETS, NOW OR EVER? Abbott said 
before many witnesses, including the Ekkers and Mr. 
Dixon, that he “intends to retire on THIS CASE”. 
Sorry, Leon! You, Leon, do not have enough in the 

5/31/)7 Case No. 29559 Institute to pay half the damned Abbott billing and if 
you think he will forgive it to you nice people-THINK 

BLATANT STUPIDITY OR [end of quoting] AGAIN. HE KEEPS ENTERINGHIS BILLS IN COURT 
CLEVER SHENANIGANS? AND PROBABLY YOU NICE UNWATCHING 

Now, after many years the Appellants argue that PEOPLE DON’T EVEN KNOW IT AS HE SAYS HE 
In the never-ending soggies of legal encounters, “time” was not quite correct in the Institute’s venue HAS YOUR POWER OF ATTORNEY AND DOESN’T 

even to the objection to the Supreme Court of a lower change application. What an interesting concept. I HAVE TO TELL YOU ANYTHING! Is this a jest? 
Nevada Court’s ruling to change venue from northern wish now to just share from the last two pages of the Come now, sleepy people. 
Nevada to Las Vegas (where all the parties to the case documents filed by Abbott-Horton in this very paper- Schroepfer is dead while Guden and other attorneys 
are either located or are comfortably close), the foolish- work. This will be from the faxed copies, pages 10 and snatched his assets and Eleanor is in a senile center and 
ness goes on -and on-and on-while Mr. Fort will 11 regarding the filing of this particular paper with the doesn’t know her ears from her fingers. Is this RIGHT 
have to pick up the costs of now well over $100,000 in Supreme Court [Nevada] from whence these dudes BEHAVIOR from Officers of the Court? And Leon: 
Abbott’+Horton’s legal fees. WELL OVER. have been tossed OUT twice, and once from the U.S. Mr. Abbott would not allow you to be dismissed from 

Not only do these lawyers continue the foolishness Supreme Court: the case until the court ordered him to accept it and 
in the face of the court’s rulings, but they do so with Page 10 [quoting]: I hereby certify that I have read asked him to leave the courtroom after running up 
such blatant and incorrect filings as to be laughable if this... I further certify that this brief complies with... unlimited more bills in the interim. Now you come to 
not totally sordid. They make no “bones” about the I understand that I may be subject to sanctions in the be used in this profane manner and you don’t even seem 
circumstance as this has to do with receivership of the event that the accompanying brief is not in conformity to take notice. Ann Beam controls your corporation, 
Institute. In their case, one of the Plaintiffs (their side) with the requirements ofthe Nevada Rules of Appellate Infinite Balance, and she is the one who continues this 
is STILL offered as Schroepfer, who is dead now some Procedure. relationship openly with Green, Horn, Abbott and 
six ot so months. How interesting. Horton. Use little old ladies like Esther? WHO USES 

The filing paper is wrong in every procedural Dated this 27th day of May, 1997. THEM? Do YOU have any idea AT ALL what is going 
application of ANY law, current or common. It goes Signed: George W. Abbott on-and on-and on-and on7 Does this have any- 
like this [quoting]: Nevada Bar No. 2178 [II: This we assume is thing to do with your search for God? THIS, SIR, HAS 

ELEANOR E. SCHROEPFER, for the ELEANOR the Bar Association and not the local bar?] NOTHING TO DO WITH GOD, I CAN CERTAINLY 
E. SCHROEPFER FAMILY TRUST; and for TEHA, George W. Abbott, Chartered PROMISE YOU! 
INC., a Nevada corporation; and LEON FORT, for P.O. Box 98 Do you not realize further, good friends, that ANY- 
himself; and for INFINITE BALANCE INC., a Minden, Nevada 89423 , ONE SUING A CORPORATION IS, BY LAW, PRE- 
Nevada corporation, (702) 782-2302 CLUDED FROM SETTLEMENT UNTIL ALL LEGAL 

Appellants, BILLINGS ARE SETTLED IN THE MATTER? How, 
and [end of quoting] explain to me, do YOU NICE PEOPLE expect to have 
GEORGE GREEN, ANYTHING when the billings are already twice as 

Intervenor, Then at the bottom of THAT SAME PAGE IS high as the loans? And yes indeed, these were LOANS, 

PHOEN&NSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH 
[quoting]: not investments of any kind at all. And you hide the 

side agreements! Why? Betty Tuten has incriminated 
& EDUCATION, LTD., a Nevada corporation; CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: herself internationally by hiding the side agreements 
CARSON CAPITAL CORPORATION, a Nevada because it is the side agreements that pertain to inter- 
corporation, Pursuant to NRCP s(b), I certify that I am an est, etc., and SHE GOT THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
et al. employee of George W. Abbott, and that on May 27, IN REGULAR INTEREST PAYMENTS1 

Respondents. 1997,1996, I deposited for mailing at Minden, Nevada, You nice people out there [Fort, Tuten, etc.] had 
the wi-&in Appellants’ R&y B&f, Addressed best pray hard that Ekkers don’t bring charges against 
to.... Extra, THETABLOID lNTERNATlONALTV“MAGA- 

Signed: Mary Abbott ZINE” because Erlro is waiting, after having been told 
to bury the [krlest] day of shooting here, which they 

[and then on PAGE 1 1:] found so interesting and filled with information, to see 
if they’ll have to criminally charge Tuten and Fort, 

. . . . yBy failing to comply with NRS 13.050 along with Beam and Ence, with supplying false infor- 
appellants waived any rights under such stat- mation. Ence is at the very top of their list of “let’s 
ute.” hang them”. But you keep right on planning and 
Dated the 29th and 27th days of May, scheming and DOING NASTY LITTLE THINGS, 
m DON’T YOU? 
Signed: Well, I just keep tabs on the happenings and we find 
George W. Abbott (Specifics already given) Horn, Jason Brent, Green, and all of you nice little 

coven of actors playing in what you think is a big 
and political game of “get control of Nevada” and THEN 

pull down Hatonn and his motley crew! (171) Come 
David Horton, Esq. [II: title of nobility] now, do you REALLY think you little crooks and hoods 
Nevada Bar No. 1378 are going to destroy the professional criminals of Ne- 
P.O. Box 2107 vada and Sin City(ies)? 
Carson City, Nevada 8970 1 We aren’t going to fight you nerds any longer. We 

are simply going back to our original work of “write” 
[end of quoting] and you can get the rewards of the damage you have 

brought forth. We don’t need it and destruction should 
Well, it appears to me that possibly Mr. be reaped by the offending effects of thoughtless self- 
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mutilation. And Green goes right on in his stupid role things-you certainly will. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO bad financial shape. Is there something WRONG with 
of Patriot? THIS IS WHAT IS WRONG WITH YOUR WAIT TO BRING MAJOR CHARGES AGAINST THE this picture? 
COUNTRY, READERS-AND YOU ALLOW IT! And PERPER-TRAITORS, any or all of them, singularly or We don’t need meetings to share with you “out 
when your tummies are empty-please do feel free to all together. I suggest you use the ones under your there” for you never had the benefit of meetings other 
come to us for food for we have some very tasty smut to noses and move on outward to get them all. It means than tapings anyway. Most of the ones here don’t 
offer back to you-if you can get the stashed equipment you need help, but I think help will be cheaper than bother to hear the tapes or read the writings, so who 
for harvest from your hiding places at the neighbor’s anything you have had thus far. exactly do we serve? We will simply go back to our 
farm junk yard. You “have” to have an attorney for a corporation7 original business and hold the game. You of the 

Charles brought back HIS potato digger and I just Who says? Especially if the opposing attorneys have adversary go right ahead and destroy al1 you can-but 
wonder WHAT you, Ence, and kids who helped this always listed Ekker-Ekker-Phoenix in a single breath. you people with loans might well consider the continu- 
transfer, will tell Hamilton about his harvester equip- What keeps you from rebutting7 You had attorneys ing game of these people against YOUR BUSINESS. 
ment? Already you sold off or outright stole Turner’s attending your needs? Well, too bad for you, for you Banks are perfunctory organizations and take what 
disc apparatus. These are not NICE things, people. have spent zillions and gotten nothing save ongoing they need or want without consideration to you or the 

But no, we do not need this garbage. Why would and endless filings and confusion. You have nothing to adversary. 
anyone longer put up with this type of trashing, day lose and EVERYTHING to gain. Get someone HERE to Mr. Dixon stated that he knew that none of our 
after day? You don’t need Tehachapi, and our people get on with this properly, for the costs will be CHEAP plans would bring in a cent, and there you have it- 
here don’t, certainly, need to be anywhere else to read in any kind of comparison and it is time to give the from an authority who never read a full writing OR 
and write. adversary some real hard spots upon which to sit his THE PAPER. Well, perhaps he is right for I doubt that 

Well, it appears you are about ready to REAP fannies. I suggest you get Glenn right down here for a anything BROUGHT IN will serve his or your adversar- 
YOUR ATTORNEY(S)’ HARVEST OF ROT AND lengthy stay until YOU KNOW WHAT YOU ARE ies’ pockets or bank accounts. We let anyone who 
SCUM. We here just don’t give a damn how long you DOING-AND GO DO IT BECAUSE YOU HAVE AT demands same- lose or go without reward when they 
string this out because there is no funding here for your LEAST 30 CASES JUST WAITING YOUR ATTEN- flow back unto us for our services. 
pleasure and you simply KEEP THE STATUTE OF TION. THESE WILL PROBABLY BE SETTLED Do we have anything going? Yes, bigger than ever 
LIMITATIONS GOING AND GOING AND GOING! RIGHT AT PAPERWORK STAGE, BUT YOU HAVE you could have imagined. Legally? ALL THE WAY! 
For this, alone, we are grateful for the new methods of GOOD CASES IN EVERY INSTANCE IF THE GOOD But, we have LEARNED that most do not want to 
struggle within the courts are becoming very effective FOLK AT COURT WANT TO PURSUE TRIALS. serve truth, nation, or fellow-man. They want to serve 
and the people are getting VERY PROFICIENT. THEY WON’T WANT TO, COUNT ON IT. BUT GET themselves and destroy everything else coming along 

We know that you are “after” Dixon now that the IT STARTED PRIOR TO SETTLEMENT. the pathway. They just want riches in their pockets and 
CLC is closed temporarily-but what will HE do? Who Will I give Doris time off to attend this? Of course, to hell with anything else. So be it. Sorting comes 
knows? If he joins your criminal crew, then he reveals it IS part of THE LESSONS. But you don’t need her- hard, but as surely as the morning Sun on a beauteous 
himself. He already can’t effectively do anything in- you need Truth and proper procedures. You just have day. 
volving Tips, so it appears unwise for him to serve any to read EVERYTHING from 
more of my adversaries. the opposite perception and 

Mr. Dixon received and used over S60,QOO per year even attend the very verbiage 
for (his count) over six years in which he claims to have presented. You will always 
“given” us his life focus. That seems to be over find theexact opposite mean- 
$360,000 with not one cent return on anything. The .ing and even paperwork will OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT 
fringes wer. often exceeding this figure because, in reflect the “opposite reality”. 
addition, he was supplied with staff, office arrange- If “they”, for instance, use 
ments, phones with bills paid, including rent on dwell- capital letters for something 
ings, along with an automobile. This doesn’t seem on the paper-you use lower 
terribly bad to the rest of us who have received almost case and YOU WILL BE 
nothing, or nothing. Green always claimed he had CORRECT for they have 
control over this man-well, that came from and through usurped all the laws and pro- 
Mr. Tips, so perhaps he was, and is, right. So be it. If cedures in every instance. 
shoes fit, wear them-but don’t expect endless reward If you have to go to sub- 
for your bastardly services-FROM ME. Further, let us ject matter-you have all the 
have gratitude for all services, great or small, for we backup needed just in this 
needed to GET TO RIGHT HERE. You could not have last document from Abbott et 
purchased university courses with such lessons and al., offering three separate 
have the entire array of possibilities laid before you on years instead of one accurate 
silver trays. You have now had the opposition list date! Topic probably, and 
themselves, in the billings yet, of the opponent’s camp. unfortunately, will never be 
All you have to do is go after these thugs properly and at issue. But, E.J., you need 
get some justice back into the system-because they are help-so GET IT. Work your A NEW/OLD 
not going to let you win rightful cases in the system. way through this and, yes, I 
Why? Because the dirt goes all the way to the White think Glenn and Bob can ac- HEALZNG BONANZA 
House of three PRESIDENTS! Obviously, after ten complish the paperwork for- 
years of revealing the entire game and showing every mat and back it up with Dave. 
outcome of some 15 judges involved,, it proves that In this manner-YOU ARE FOR MANKZND 
people will do NOTHING to clean up this mess, and so THE PLAINTIFF AND 
the merry-go-‘round continues its squeaking and clang- THAT GIVES GREAT AD- 
ing, and the endless tunes keep drowning out the small VANTAGE IN EVERY IN- BY JAMES R. PRIl??TERA, M.D. 
voices of truth and justice. You will now have to STANCE. 
counter with use of procedural malfunctions because Mr. Dixon also said 
you can’t get at any type of misdeeds or issues of fact. weeks ago that he needed 
It is the starting point and will perhaps be “the ending nothing more from the Insti- 
point”. tute or anyone around these 

My suggestion to you? Get some rightful things parts-on tape for witnesses 

Booklet Available From: 
New Guia 

filed BEFORE you find the cupboard bare! After the from France to Australia. He P-0. Box 27710 
door is opened, the horse gone, and the waiting is but said that he andMr. Leinthall 
to be suffered-you will have lots going in your favor were going forth and do semi- 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 
which will grow and grow and grow as the rats reveal nars, raise money, and do 
themselves for they have made the entire circle with wonders out there as of “that 
billings yet reflecting the coalition of conspiracy. So, afternoon”. Strange thing, 
you are impatient? I understand, but patience pays however, we haven’t heard a 
when you wait upon God. Will righteousness prevail? word from Leinthall and 800-639-4242 
Yes, although perhaps you may not live in this lifetime Gene only petitions for 
long enough to really revel in it-but if you do the right money because he is in such 

$2.75 (including S&H) 
. . 

CL,. * . . . . . . . . 
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Will “Ekkers” have anything? Of course NOT! It intend any such undertaking. We will manage to do the ask that we have the meeting and get her away so that 
is now set forth by the adversaries to attach anything best we can with what has come upon us, measure out anyone who didn’t understand the circumstances is not 
and everything they would ever have. So, the parties the results to the best of our ability, again, against all put into jeopardy by her presence. 
around them may well have much-BUT THEY WILL odds-and keep on keeping on. We fight no govern- Does this mean that we will stop having meetings? 
HAVE NOTHING-EVER AGAIN. And with the as- ment or entity. If man desires TRUTH, he shall now No, it does NOT. We may well even begin to have more 
saults by the thieves and robbers against the Institute- find it-but he will be responsible for self-finding and meetings, but certainly not until health is better able to 
neither can it have anything save massive debts! IT understanding. If you come to this place, it will be as withstand the speaking without setback. We have 
HAS MASSIVE DEBTS AND PERHAPS FORT, a friend who simply wishes to see us and share a bit of several other receivers who can do as good a job and it 
ABBOTT, HORTON, HORN, GREEN AND TUTEN tea and conversation. As of now there are no jobs to be is perhaps time we begin to ask their participation as 
WOULD LIKETO SIMPLY PAY OFF THOSE DEBTS? offered, no communal anything to be shared, and no well. You think you have one scrawny compatriot “out 
I THINK IT SUITABLE IN EVERY MEASURE. Can’t focus on anything which is now here-although struc- there somewhere”? No, you have an ARMY of teachers 
be done? Perish the thought; I am not stupid, but the turing of other things may well come later. Ekkers and guides, brothers and those awaiting your needs. 
clones serving the Green Brigade seem to be as they volunteered for service but THEY DID NOT OFFER And, yes, as we do our work in the vineyards, your 
can’t seem to see or understand a single thing about TO LEAD ANYTHING OR SAVE ANYTHING. Mr. special needs will be top-most on our support ladder. 
business or its structures. And people, a “loan” is never Green was going to do wonders but Ekkers never planned Just keep doing your tine work and God’s rewards will 
an “investment” simply because you want to change the to do anything save write and serve MY NEEDS. And be in abundant measure. Life has happened while we 
name on your whim. You also must realize, whether or that, not as UFO buffs, but as helpers for the Hosts of tried other plans so that MANY could be included, but 
not you LIKE IT, corporate laws hold at the assaulting God. those plans have been attacked, broken, and nullified 
of any corporation(s). If you didn’t understand it when And what of the paper crew? Well, the paper by the attackers and bewitchers and that is called LIFE. 
Mr. Green explained it to you-go look again at HIS manages to continue in publication with incredible Fine, let them go their way for when they no longer 
PLAN. You are functioning under the requirements of insightful writings and participation by totally adept have our bodies upon which to serve or eat-there is 
Mr. Green WHILE HE WAS AN OFFICER AND DI- writers and receivers. We will keep it going as long as nothing for them to continue in their silly little pid- 
RECTOR OF THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE. is possible, but remember that subscriptions are low dling annoyances. Don’t you see that if “those terrible 

Mr. Green not only thinks of you as stupid but tells and never cover more than half the costs- so we may Ekkers” are removed from the equation-there is noth- 
“everybody” that you are so. Fine, if that is the kind of well have to have “half’ the papers. 1 can’t control that, ing left for any of the Green Brigade to concern about? 
goodly leader you want-you got it. He turns around but I WILL NO LONGER ASK SUCH BLOOD-LET- Therefore, we will, for all practical living purposes, 
and tells everybody (his favorite term) that he has plans TING FROM MY PEOPLE AND WILL CONTINUE TAKE AWAY THE EKKERS and go back to our origi- 
all in place to use YOUR MONEY for development and TO PROTECT WHAT HAS ALREADY BEEN PLACED nal services as writer, speaker and “mind your own 
gold roll-overs in his offshore network. Fine again- FOR OUR USE. business” venturers. 
he certainly has buried his assets in Desired’s coffers Yes, we may well need some help in the now- You who have shared for this decade of intensive 
and offshore, and buried gold in his backyard after closing legal cases so that we can regain some of the lessons will have ever more strength and realization as 
thieving it from you in the first place. If you %d a loan costs. We.have incredibly good cases already predeter- things unfold and, actually, you see nothing in change 
with the Institute, then HE STOLE THE GOLD DI- mined as the settlements now get OUT of open court in your daily perceptions. We just don’t need any more 
RECTLY FROM YOU! Did he share THAT gold with and into “save your butts” time for attorneys and busi- of the adversarial trashing, I repeat. They have sold out 
you? No, after he was required by law to turn it over to nesses who have managed to manipulate and bury the to the Devil; let them wallow in that realization and 
the court (after being ordered to dig it up from his truth to protect the guilty. We won’t need more than let’s see just how MUCH they get from their leaders 
backy 3rd). He CLAIMED he just planned to use it lo that so help will be appreciated. and abusers. What do you expect to get from the 
pay off some debts, etc. DID HE? NOTA CENTAVO! We must now, however, go OUTSIDE the loop of bloodless ones, and whose blood has fed the parasites of 

Why am I speaking about this today? Because we legal eagles of “look how hard I seem to have tried” the Green Bunch? Well, YOU HAVE-not Ekkers- 
don’t need any more of this rubbish and are hereby while the cases have never neared settling nor any YOU WHO CLAIM THEIR SERVICES TO YOU TO 
changing our attitudes and work to suit what IS instead attorney held responsible, even to paralegals. It is DESTROY OTHERS’ PROPERTY AND WORK. 
of trying more to somehow salvage your life-source. OVER NOW. We will come back on procedural mis- Horton and Abbott, and Green now claim to be bank- 
Everybody is going to do whatever they are going to do representations and find out if there is a hope of change rupt, so that means YOU HAVE PROVIDED THEM 
anyway and that is fine with us. We are NOT YOUR in the judicial system-but on those arguments and WITH WHATEVER THEY HAVE HAD UPON WHICH 
KEEPERS; we are your friends and family in service to nothing more- right after the closure of a couple of TO CONTINUE THE EATING WHILE BAD JUDI- 
God and none other. If you have smut in your grain circumstances hanging in the wind. CIAL ACTIONS HAVE BEEN ENDLESS. May you 
bins-so be it; how much of the grain did YOU put into I am actually writing this today in order to save always get exactly what you deserve, but you will come 
the bins in the first place? And, moreover, the bins Dharma’s lungs tomorrow. We have a visitor who has to realize YOUR ENEMIES, for God never breaks HIS 
reside on Mr. Turner’s farm property so, in after- come a distance to share with us and we must make it word unless you change the game. 
thought, Mr. Turner has quite a lot of Spelt, Adzuki clear that there is nothing here with which to come or Will you or anyone ever find JUSTICE in the 
beans, and lentils, plus some nice granaries. His to make life changes in order to “join” someone or courts? Are you kidding? Does a bear barf in the 
property has been enhanced greatly and note I said: some-thing. E.J., since Doris is still contagious I ask woods? JUSTICE has become a thing only of GOD. 
“HIS PROPERTY HAS...” that she come only at the last minute, take up the And you can depend on Your JUST REWARDS FROM 

Anyone around here sees the ongoing guff and meeting immediately-so no one is huggy-kissy lest GOD! EVERY TIME! ! - 
notes the Goff being almost empty of goodly souls. they - feel 
Others can realize that man is imperfect and unable to pretty in- 
physically struggle against all odds. Who needs it? tensely ill for 
Well, we do NOT. several 

We don’t have any such thing as even resembling a weeks. Don’t 
“cult” here so we have nothing to KEEP GOING. We think, any 
see no need for martyrs or suiciding. You who are one of you, 
continuing in your association, thank you, for neither that some- 
are we “going” anywhere. We simply are going to how YOU are 
STOP struggling against the wind. not vulner- 

You who have stayed in touch, please continue to able. YOU 
do so-for your rewards have only just begun to start. ARE VUL- 
However, you who would rush to this place to find work NE R A B L E 
and placement-you must now confront the fact that AND UN- 
there will be nothing here of that nature other than LESS YOU 
large companies doing their business ventures. If HAVE EX- 
spiritual guidance is all you want-fine, but you will CELL EN T 
find groups, of which there are none here, who may H E A L T H 
better fill your need for participation, or certainly, CARE BEN- 
communal fulfillment. And to you who may feel shocked EFITS, I 
and bewildered: the cup has to be emptied before it can S U G GE S T 
be filled with the good wine of the harvest. This is YOU NOT 
NOT, nor never has it been, a “destination” for “seek- PUSH THIS 
ers” and never has it been expressed otherwise. RIVER. 

Will we find a way to save the world? No, don’t I then 
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New Gala Products 
l * SHIPPING P HANDLING RATES: 

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ, FOR THE REST OF 
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM, CONTINENTAL USA 
WY, NV 

ii loi%: 
$6.00 .S o-1 00 $8.00 
67.00 s 101-200 $9.00 

S 201-300 58.00 S 201-300 s10.00 
s 301-400 59.00 s 301-400 $11 .oo 
s 401-500 s10.00 s 401-500 $12.00 
S Sol-600 511.00 S Sol-600 $13.00 

ALASKA 6 HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

Iity/Town 

Iaytime Phone No. 

State/Prov. Zip Code 
dl2IL 
l * For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
l ‘t For Priorlty Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
+c All Foreign orders, please contact our office In writing 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) 

iignature For Credit Card Orders 

Expiration Date 
++ When ordering cases of product call for shipplng rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKACESAND MAIN- 

I I TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 1 

Amount 

I I 

Item 

1 

4mount PRlCE 
PER UNIT 

f 48.00 

Item PR’CE Qq! PER UNIT 
GAIANDR- 

LIQUID 
16.2. s 20.00 

a2a f 40.00 

AQUAGAIA (Ml&~ondria) 18u. s 20.00 
22u s 40.00 

GAIALVTE 1 Htw f 8.50 

GAWXEANSE KIT 

NICUTINE~ CAFFEINE- ALCOHOL- 

SUCROSE- SfARCH- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(FACTORV MEMlSHED/REFlIRWSHED) 

$260.00 

f 6.00 

each 2Rteqfl5.00 1 
KOMBUCRA TEA BREEZE 1 Iya 1 $ 3.50 1 

Z-IS 6.00 1 
IR 16~ 1S6AXl 1 KOMBLICHA TEA MNEGi--- 

CARBRAGAlA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8.X. 1 i 8.50 1 

MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER 8.26 lb 1 s15.00 1 
“3 IN 1” GRAf’E SEED EXFRA-- CT 6OcaPRuLEs I S18.DD I I - I 
“A IN 1”WllnVAM FM-I lo I _. _.__ __. RACT 

dant Fiwmula 
6OcAPRuLL8 1 S22L , 
16OTA6LEIB I$2495 1 

- . . . _ -._- 
A-GE AnU-Dxic 
CHLOREI LIA 3OOTAWETW~EA. I s2l.C m 
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS @oT- $24.50 
GAIATRIM -~0Day6#pply f 35.00 
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Mract) 180 TABLETS $24.95 
OLIVE LEAF QOT- $24.00 

%WA!WELT BREAD MIX m-t~fhw 

W-J Mw 
1 

dC GAlASPELT FLOUR 
WHOLE GRAIN 

2 lb& 0 $1.2S/lb. 

4 Ibs. 8 8 1.2S/lb. 
8 1b8. e 21.26/1b. 2smBooKLET 1 s -?.75 

by Jmnea R Men, M.D. 1 i%%d I 

RARE EARTH CAPSULES 60- 1 $ 6.00 1 

IWHJN CAPSULES 6ocamul.m f 6.00 
ALOE PLUS 77 r 60 CAP6UlE6/46Om& EA. 

AwaIta & WI0 mralm 
$16.95 

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS wlxm!mEQ $30.00 
ME ,jUw Whale Leaf Ala e Vera Concentrate 

MnbU-.. lylrr ls1r.w I IlOX 3LlKlMl”Lru I I 

hAlASPELT KERNELS 4 1b8. e s1.2s/h 
10 he si.2s/ib. 

*PROGRAM STARTING PACKAQE 
1 Iottta 6ahadrlau (1 qt.) 

1 Iottls Aqmdiiaia (1 qt.) 
2 8ottlN 6ahLyla (2 Ittsro each) 

4Pk#r.Spdt8raadMln 
6 Amdkussett~ 

-*~PACKAGE 

18dt&aa-(1*) 
28d6am&Lyw(2abfsach) 

4w%dt-b 

*MICROWATER - EwxRoLvsls 
ALKALINE/ACtDlC WATEW SVSTEM 

VORTEX KIT 

. SUPEROXY lCHERRV+ERR?l IUUNIERRWAWLQ 1 qswl $16.00 
BODY BOOSTER 22 02. $20.00 
LIQUID LIFE 82 OZ. $22.00 
6AbwLO LOTKIN 402 _ $20.00 

RoRSETAlLllNcn IRF Qu I z 8.00 1 
&uAm -~vttowlina~ Pa 1 $10.00 1 

.’ *u I s10.00 I 
tXboihdSlverwithtnsa * ‘ablhmGald 16.2. $ S6.00 

al.lapeuiodilla-wate!rauid 8QU $96.00 
PC $20.00 

-odd 16 u .$112.00 
32 u kl92.00 

6AIADHLA calloidal~rostemrle Pa s20.00 

GAIA cu29 colloiAal capper Pa s 10.00 

GAlA Tc22 Colloidal lWantum PU $20.00 

GAlALI#E COLLOIDAL MINERALS 1214+ 2 u S I 0.00 
OxysoL Trace minerals 61 Colloidel Silver 2u $ 8.00 

suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide 16~ s4s.00 
32 u s 75.00 

SF USF THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order form) IUIAL 

WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR m New Gaia Products. ‘- make “I dwcks l nd SHIPPING C HANDUNC 

* FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE 
;?$dzEc; SUB TOTAL 

PACKAGES, BREAD MACHINE, BREAD PRODUCT8 and MICROWATER RI P.O. Box 27710 
SALES TAX 

ELECTROLYSIS PLEASE CALL FOR SBIPPING RATES. 
Nevada Residents only: add 7 

Las Vegas 
IfLEAsE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVFRY, NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 
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*;:,pif@jJjy-y-f/p; Jo ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~:~~: :__I 

.” ,. ..I’ :, . . . . . ,., .; ,; . ...,. : :,, ,.A,. :::;;:., : : 

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 78. IRON TMPAROUNDAMERlCA 
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 79. MARCHING TO ZOO 
AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 
SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME. 41* THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 

SJNGLE JournaLs ARE S6.00; ANY 4 Journab PLANET-ZIONISM I.9 RACISM 82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 

ARE $5.50 EACH, 10 OR MORE Journals ARE 42* IJNHoLY ALLIANCE 83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 

$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 

l B These marked ,7onrnuls we out of stock until 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 85. SHOCK THERAPY 

further notice. 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 

1. SJPAPU ODYSSEY 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI LEGION 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 51. TANGLED WEBS V0L.W PO. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII FOLD 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

++6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 
HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION WITH TM3 CROOKS 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND TJJE LOTTERY 93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 57. GOD, TOG, HAS A PLAN 2000 OTHER PLAGUES 
10. PRJVACY IN A FISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOL.11 94. WINGING IT.... 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENJX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

l *12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
++13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 

96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

l * 14. RRPP--RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND BEAT! 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS LAND? 
l + ’ 5. RAJ’E OF TJJE CONSTITUTION 6 1. PUPPY-DOG TALES 99. USURPERS OF FREEBGM IN 
l .6. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDJPITY CONSPIRACY 
*+17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
l *18. BLOOD AND ASHES 

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 

+*I9 FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 101. TJJE BREATHING DEAD AND 
l +20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS CEMENT CHILDREN 

2 1. CREATION, ‘III8 SACRED UNIVERSE 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 102. SACRED WISDOM 
l *22. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 103. CONFRONT THE NOW 
l *23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES CREATE THE FUTURE . 
+‘24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 104. FIRST STEPS 
++25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 71. COALESCENCE 105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN 
+*26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 72. CANDLELIGHT UNDERSTATEMENT! 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE.. 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLE 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 273S3 
Las Vegas, Ierrda 89126 

(or call) 
1-800-800-6666 

(Xastercatd, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

l *28. OPERATION SHANSTORM 
“29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 

FOLDED VOL. II “AND OTHER FORMS OF 
75. TRUTH ANB CONSlZQUEN~ VOL. III MURDERJ7’hr Health Book) I 

lI-IIIII-I)IIIIII III-III-I 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title. $1 SO ea add’1 
Alrbook-JB.OO per title estimate 

(Please allow 5-B weeks for delivery 
R - 

USA (except Alaska 6 Hawail) 
UPSJ3.75 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
Priority-13.40 1st title, $1 .OO ea ad&l 

ALASKA C HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title. $1 .OO ea add’1 
PrlorityS3.40 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1 st title, $1 ea add’1 
CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’1 
Airbook-$460 1 st title, $2.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 

I 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
CONTACT, CALL: 

l-800-800-5565 

CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 

Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 
pears on right side of mailing label. 

Quantitv Subscriutions: $95.00 for IOcopies of 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( S 160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3.00 each. Quantity back issue 

prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

on all book orders) 

805-822-0202 
This is a service for our 

dedicated readers. Today’s 
Buick telephone hotline 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commander 
Hatonn’s most recent writ- 
ings. This is our way of keep- 
ing you informed about fast- 
breaking news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if there 
are any new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if not. 
Thus daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message has 
been recorded. If the hotline 
does not answer your call then 
that means that there is cur- 
rently no hotline message. 
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